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Australian Trusted Trader (ATT) will enhance trade
by improving the international competitiveness of
Australian businesses. ATT will accredit your business
against international supply chain and trade compliance
standards and in return you will receive benefits that
make trading easier.
ATT is part of the Australian Government’s focus on
working in partnership with Australian businesses to
create a fast and seamless trade experience.
From 1 July 2016, ATT is open to all sectors of
Australian import/export industry—big and small.
As a Trusted Trader, you can receive:
• a dedicated account manager
• expedited border clearance
• greater certainty on timeframes
• reduced interventions
• deferred or streamlined reporting
• priority access to trade services.
Apply to be a Trusted Trader from 1 July 2016.
To find out more, visit www.border.gov.au/trustedtrader
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Taking Australia
to the world
Whether its fresh seafood to Asia, vital machinery
parts for your site in Texas, priceless artworks into
Los Angeles or ecommerce parcels to London, one
thing’s for sure, when you need something shipped,
you need it done quickly.
As Australia’s leading air cargo carrier Qantas Freight
has been trusted to transport goods from Australian
businesses all over the world for more than 90 years.
To find out how our 1,750 international flights per week
can help you access major export markets, please visit
qantasfreight.com

GETTING STARTED

The Australian dollar:

recent trends creating export
opportunities
Key points
» The lower Australian dollar and Australian
businesses’ active responses to it have
played a significant role in the improvement
of businesses’ conditions and optimism in
2015 and 2016, compared to earlier years.
» The Australian dollar experienced an
unusually strong period of appreciation
between 2006 and 2011 (other than the
dramatic fall and rise associated with the
global financial crisis), trading above parity
against the US dollar and well above its
post-float average of around US$0.77 for
much of that period. While the high dollar
meant cheaper imports and more affordable
international travel for Australian businesses
and consumers, it also had strong, negative
impacts on non-resource exports and import
competition across a wide range of industries.
» The lower Australian dollar since April 2013
has partly reversed these impacts, and
is assisting a recovery in exporting goods
and services, and in businesses’ abilities
to compete against imported goods and
services in the domestic market. ABS data
confirms that significantly more businesses
were exporting non-resource goods and

4

services in 2014–15 in response to the lower
dollar; and Ai Group’s CEO surveys and its
monthly Australian PMI® indicate that this
favourable response continued in 2015 and
into 2016, as more businesses sought new
markets abroad.
» As a result, the lower dollar is helping the
Australian economy to transition away from
the heavy emphasis on mining and energyrelated investment and towards a pattern
of growth that is spread more evenly across
sectors, geographies and markets.
» At the same time, the lower dollar is
increasing prices for imported consumer
goods and business inputs. For many
businesses, margins are tightening because
they are unable to pass on these cost
increases in the face of intense competition,
a generally weak consumer inflation
environment and low real wage growth.
» Strong opportunities now exist for Australian
businesses in export markets, and Australia
is well placed to engage with the growing
middle-class consumers in Asia. This is
assisted by improving access to key
markets through a number of free trade
agreements (FTAs).
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»» Of course, opportunity itself is not enough to
ensure the success of Australian businesses,
and many are taking active steps to
advance their prospects, including by
looking for export opportunities, engaging in
international markets and integrating more
closely into global supply chains.
»» These roads are not easily travelled,
particularly given the volatility and
uncertainty surrounding global trade
and growth. In an increasingly complex
and risky global marketplace, Australian

businesses need to focus on efficiency,
reliability, innovation, collaboration and
continuous improvement. They must look to
adapt their offerings; integrate into global
supply chains; enhance collaboration with
customers, suppliers and global firms; and
make better use of our FTAs and emerging
opportunities in existing and new markets.
»» The success of Australia to further rebalance
the economy, and to build more diverse
and resilient sources of economic strength,
rests of the success of these efforts.

The Australian dollar: recent trends and drivers

This unique period in Australia’s history had

Recent Australian dollar trends

both positive and negative impacts on the

After a unique period of high exchange rates
(peaking in the 2011–13 period), the Australian

for businesses to export, it also gave Australian

dollar has fallen considerably.
The Australian dollar is a widely traded
currency, and the primary drivers of exchange
rates continue to be commodity prices and
the difference between Australian and United
States interest rates. Commodity prices have
fallen significantly since 2011, and Australian
interest rates have been converging toward
United States rates (although they are still
significantly higher). These have been the main
forces driving the Australian dollar lower in
recent years.
Since the dollar was floated in 1983, it has
generally remained below parity with the US
dollar. The average value of the Australian
dollar against the US dollar since this time
has been 77 cents; however, in recent years,
the Australian dollar has traded significantly
higher. The mining/commodities price boom,
largely driven by a tidal wave of investment
and construction in China, resulted in a
profound strengthening of the Australian dollar,
culminating in a period where its average was
comfortably above parity with the US dollar.1
1 Between February 2011 and April 2013, the value of
the Australian dollar averaged $US1.04.

Australian economy: although it made it harder
consumers significantly more international
purchasing power. A number of sectors from
Australian industry suffered a debilitating bout
of ‘Dutch disease’ during this period, with the
mining sector powering ahead, but many
other non-mining, trade-exposed industries
languishing. All the while, Australian residents
enjoyed unparalleled access to cheaper
global goods and services, and record
numbers enjoyed international holiday travel.
The commodity price boom has since ended,
and the Australian dollar has fallen a long way
from the highs of US$1.10 in 2011. Over this
period, the Australian economy has readjusted,
and the benefits of the falling dollar have
been significant for the large segments of the
economy. Sectors such as tourism, education
and manufacturing have benefited, and the
exposure of agricultural, mining and energy
businesses to steep commodity price falls has
been partly offset, and somewhat cushioned
by the lower dollar.
Over the past year (to May 2016), the monthly
average of the Australian dollar against the
US dollar was US$0.73, and has traded in a
range between US$0.70 and US$0.77. Moving

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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Australia (RBA) does not often intervene

Chart 1: Australian dollar to US dollar, TWI. Source: RBA

directly and overtly in foreign exchange
markets) relative to other global currencies,
and especially relative to other common
currencies in the Asia-Pacific region.
These various influences mean that the
Australian dollar is often somewhat volatile
in the short term. More fundamentally, and
over the longer term, however, the level of the
Australian dollar generally moves according to
two key drivers:
1. Non-rural commodity prices. Australia is
designated in global financial markets as a
‘mining’ economy (along with the likes of
Canada, Russia, Chile and Brazil).
2. The difference between Australian and
United States interest rates, and most visibly,

To highlight this dependency on commodities,

Australian dollar drivers

demand, followed by an increase in commodity

The Australian dollar is the fifth most traded
currency in the world (as a US dollar currency
pair)2. The dollar is traded globally to facilitate

supply, sent commodity prices plunging. The

The Australian dollar is also relatively popular
as an investment vehicle among foreign
exchange traders in its own right because
it is readily available, lightly regulated and
has a reputation for infrequent central bank
intervention (that is, the Reserve Bank of
2 RBA, Survey of Foreign Exchange and Derivatives Markets,
September 2013.

and the United States Federal Reserve
funding rate (known in financial markets as
the ‘cash rate differential’).
and observing the recent cycle in commodities
(see Chart 2), the dollar has fallen in tandem with
the fall in commodity prices off their peak in 2011.
During this cycle, a collapse in global commodity

downward trend in commodity demand
was heavily influenced by China, with slower

trade in Australian goods and services, and also to
facilitate global market movements in Australian
equities, bonds and other market instruments.

6

the difference between the RBA cash rate

forward, the risk for the Australian economy
is if the dollar resumes an upward trend. The
transition of growth toward the non-mining
parts of the Australian economy could be
derailed as a result. More recently, the United
Kingdom voted to leave the European Union
(otherwise known as Brexit); this development
will add significant uncertainty as to the future
trajectory of the Australian dollar.

investment in infrastructure and construction.
Recently, China has attempted to transition
toward consumption as a driver of economic
growth instead of construction and investment.
A more certain outcome, however, is the end of
the commodity ‘super cycle’, with commodity
prices falling back towards their 1990s levels.
Interestingly, commodity prices staged a
mild recovery in early 2016, which lifted the
Australian dollar temporarily. The rebound in
commodity prices was short-lived, however,

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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as the changes were likely in response to

Chart 2: AUD/USD and non-rural commodity price index. Source: RBA

stimulatory measures in the Chinse economy.
In addition to impacting the Australian dollar,
global commodity prices also majorly and
directly impact Australia’s terms of trade;
that is, on the nominal prices earned on our
exports, relative to the nominal prices paid for
our imports. An increase in the terms of trade
index implies that Australia is receiving relatively
more for exports and/or paying less for its
imports. Crucially, Australia’s exports account
for approximately one-fifth of Australia’s
gross domestic product (GDP), and therefore
reductions in export prices (lowering of terms of
trade) will have an adverse impact on growth.
Commodities make up more than half of
Australia’s exports, and the prices received
for commodity exports have a large bearing
on terms of trade. As shown in Chart 3, price
movements in commodities are very closely
tied to terms of trade. From the highs of around
2012, the prices of coal and iron ore (Australia’s
main commodity exports) have undergone
significant declines, and this is reflected in the
declining terms of trade.
Somewhat counterbalancing this trend in
commodity prices is the effect of interest rate
differentials. Australia’s interest rates are high
compared to other advanced economies;
however, this gap has been slowly narrowing.
In 2015, the RBA lowered the cash rate by 25
basis points in both February and May. In May
2016, the RBA again lowered the cash rate by
25 basis points to a record low 1.75 per cent.

Notwithstanding this narrowing, most other
advanced economies (including the United
States) still have significantly lower interest
rates for the time being. Monetary policy
across major global economies has been very
accommodative, with many major central
banks employing some sort of monetary stimulus.
Globally, this means that interest rates are quite
low; however, should the RBA cut rates further,
and should other major economies (mainly the
United States) raise rates in the future, the likely
result will be a depreciation of the Australian
dollar due to lower interest rate differentials.
In addition to commodity prices and interest
rate differentials, the Australian economy has
been relatively resilient compared to other

Accordingly, the interest rate gap with other

advanced economies in recent years, making

advanced economies has been narrowing,

Australia a popular destination for investment

as seen by the shrinking difference between

and putting some upward pressure on the

Australian and United States government bond

dollar. Australian GDP growth over the past

yields (a proxy for the cash rate). Significantly,

decade, while slower than trend, has been

the United States Federal Reserve lifted rates

better than growth in comparable countries.

for the first time in more than a decade in

So, while many advanced economies continue

December 2015.

to deal with global financial crisis (GFC)

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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hangovers, high levels of government debt and

Chart 3: Terms of trade and RBA commodity price index. Source: RBA, ABS

other structural issues, the Australian economy
has been better positioned than most.
Among other effects, this has meant that
Australian Government bonds have become
extremely attractive to international investors.
The Federal Budget Papers for 2016–17, for
example, indicate that as of December
2015, 63.5 per cent of the $420 billion of
Commonwealth Government Securities (CGS)
on issue were held by non-Australian residents,
down from its historical peak of more than
75 per cent in 2012. Sixty-three per cent is
still regarded by Treasury as an ‘elevated’
level of international investment in these key
government bonds.
Across major global economies, trends and
events that have influenced the trading range
Chart 4: Differential between Australian and United States 10-year government bond yields
Source: RBA, Bloomberg

of the Australian dollar in 2015 and 2016 have
include the following:
»» The United States Federal Reserve halted its
‘quantitative easing’ program in October
2014, and lifted its cash rate for the first time
in more than a decade by 25 basis points
in December 2015. The Federal Reserve has
repeatedly signalled delays in raising rates
further, in response to the slow recovery in the
United States, domestic economy and doubts
about the outlook for China and other major
trading partners. Market volatility resulting from
Brexit may also prompt the Federal Reserve to
defer any rate hike in 2016.
»» The euro area’s economic recovery
continues slowly. With limited response
options available, the European Central Bank
(ECB) put its asset repurchasing program
on hold in January 2016, but kept rates very
low, with the benchmark refinancing rate
maintaining a record low of 0.5 per cent. An
ECB rate rise seems unlikely in the near term.
The euro area is only starting to deal with the
fallout from Brexit, and this may also mean

8
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that monetary conditions will remain very
accommodative for longer.

Chart 5: 10 year (2006–2015) average real GDP growth (per cent per annum): Australia
compared to other advanced economies. Source: OECD
3.00

»» In 2015, the Japanese economy improved

2.50

after a very long period of stagnation,
supported in part by expansionary monetary

2.00

measures by the Bank of Japan. In attempts
to encourage spending, investment

1.50

and inflation, the Bank of Japan aims to

1.00

increase the monetary base by around
¥80 trillion per year, and has adopted a

0.50

negative benchmark interest rate of -0.1
0.00

per cent. Brexit has initially caused a sharp
appreciation in the yen, hampering the

Australia

Canada

Japan

country’s export competitiveness, and this

United
Kingdom

United
States

Euro area

may prompt further stimulatory/monetary
measures by authorities.
»» The People's Bank of China (PBC) lowered

The Trade Weighted Index
As these events shape the direction of the

its benchmark interest rates five times (165

Australian dollar, it is important to accurately

basis points) and cut the reserve requirement

capture the value in terms of a range of

ratio for banks four times in 2015, in response

important currency pairs. A key measure

to slowing investment growth. China’s GDP

of Australia’s exchange rate is the Trade

growth slowed to 6.9 per cent in 2015, and is

Weighted Index (TWI). The TWI provides an

likely to stay within the government’s target

indicator of the average value of the Australian

range of 6.5–7.0 per cent for 2016–2020. This is

dollar against the trade-weighted basket

in line with the Chinese Government’s shifting

of currencies of Australia’s major trading

policy focus from physical infrastructure

partners. The TWI covers at least 90 per cent of

investment (especially in transport and

Australia’s two-way merchandise trade, and

energy) to household consumption and

takes into account both the amount of trade

especially services (health, education and

and the relative value of the Australian dollar

personal services). The economy faces

to trading partner currencies.

multiple challenges as it progresses though

The Chinese renminbi has the largest weighting

this massive transition. The PBC program of
cutting benchmark rates and providing other
stimulus measures is a key management tool.
»» In contrast to the major developed economies,

in the TWI (28 per cent), reflecting the growing
size of the trade flows between Australia and
China. Also significant is the Japanese yen,
the US dollar and the euro (12 per cent, 10 per

a number of smaller emerging market

cent and nine per cent respectively). Asian

economies have raised interest rates in 2015

currencies have become more prominent in

in order to rein in inflation caused by currency

the TWI in recent years, with their weighting now

depreciations and commodity-price declines.

exceeding two-thirds of total two-way trade.
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The path of the TWI is similar to the Australian

Chart 6: Weights of major trading partners in TWI. Source: RBA

dollar/US dollar trend described previously,
falling dramatically in recent years after the
mining boom peak. The TWI fell 22 per cent
from a high of 79.1 points in March 2013, to 61.7
points in May 2016. Driving the movements in
the TWI are downward swings in the Australian
dollar’s value against major currencies,
particularly against the US dollar. Compared to mid
2015, the Australian dollar declined 5.5 per cent
against the US dollar by May 2016, and was 34 per
cent lower than the recent peak in July 2011.
Other major currency pair movements, as of
May 2016, include:
» Chinese renminbi: the Australian dollar is largely
unchanged against the renminbi compared to
a year ago, and is 33 per cent lower against the
recent peak in April 2011. Chinese authorities
have been known to peg the renminbi to the US
dollar, and this helps to explain why the TWI and

Chart 7: Australian dollar against major trading partners. Source: RBA

Australian dollar/US dollar cross tend to move so
closely together (with Australia’s largest trading
partner currency moving broadly in line with the
US dollar).
Chinese Renminbi

» Japanese yen: the Australian dollar is now
15 per cent lower against the yen compared
to a year ago, and is 21 per cent lower
against the recent peak in April 2013.
» euro: the Australian dollar is now seven per
cent lower against the euro compared to a
year ago, and is 24 per cent lower against
the recent peak in July 2012.

Global Financial
Crisis

» South Korean won: the Australian dollar is now
two per cent higher against the won compared
to a year ago, but is 29 per cent lower against
the recent peak in February 2012.
» United Kingdom pound sterling: the Australian
dollar is now one per cent lower against the
pound compared to a year ago, and is
28 per cent lower against the recent peak in
March 2013.
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How to ride the Aussie
dollar’s ups and downs

A

arrier, Qantas

ny keen observer of the Australian
dollar’s wild ride in recent years would
find themselves hard-pressed to predict

network into,where it will go next. After a dramatic fall in

ntas Freight value—down more than one-third against the
and Jetstar US dollar since the heady days of 2011—the

ational

Aussie battler has staged a remarkable bounce
s below the back in recent months.

eet of

There is no doubt that the lower trading ranges
in the last 12 months have been a boon for

ey trade

Australian exporters. Cheaper export prices
and oversize have led to a jump in both the volume of
ghter servicesexports and the number of exporters. The

and; five from
dollar’s overall downturn has also boosted

hina to the

tourism and helped the Australian economy
d States into manage the transition out of the mining boom.

rom Sydney

e from Hong

your own

More volatility ahead
The dollar’s recent upswing, however, has
shown exactly why ours is one of the world’s

most volatile currencies. The Australian dollar
lor a bespoke
is highly dependent on such factors as interest
ents typically
rates, trends in commodity prices and the
commodities
strength of the US dollar.
can be carried
So far in 2016, our dollar has defied many

rminal

experts’ predictions. Looking ahead over the
next 12 months, perhaps the only certainty is

that the bumpy ride is set to continue.
gh our freight

A common mechanism is to use forward foreign
exchange contracts to fix an exchange rate for
a given date in the future, thereby protecting
you from unforeseen currency movements.
You can also look to new markets to diversify
the portfolio of currencies that you sell into.
This means your overseas earnings will be less
exposed to a sudden swing in the value of a

Eyes on China

single currency, such as the US dollar. Many

For Australian exporters, volatility against

new and emerging export markets also offer

the US dollar is only one consideration. The

higher rates of growth than the United States,

signing of the China–Australia Free Trade

the United Kingdom and New Zealand, markets

Agreement means that more Australian

that have traditionally been the focus of many

companies are pursuing opportunities in

Australian exporters.

what has become a $150-billion, two-way

Savvy businesses will avoid the temptation to

ng rooms andtrade market.
ecialist bypassTo be competitive, Australian businesses are

make a quick profit on currency movements.

erienced

services to

d for. More

ssed through

nclude cool

es, warm

ive animals

g or move

n rely on

erience to

when your

margins and avoiding unpleasant surprises for

customers in renminbi (RMB); however,

your investors.

exporters need to be aware that the Chinese

Seek expert advice

currency is no longer a one-way safe haven.

CommBank can help you manage currency risks

After years of general strengthening, the

People’s Bank of China is moving to allow
time milestone
ce of mind atmarket forces to determine the RMB’s value.

Have a plan

th guaranteed Australian businesses embarking on
obe, contact

tas.com.au.

Instead, focus on achieving predictable profit

increasingly looking to invoice their Chinese

international trade need to have a strategy in
place to manage currency fluctuations.

with a suite of solutions for exporters, including a
dedicated China and RMB solutions team.
For more information on this and other global trade
solutions, contact CommBank’s Trade Service Centre
to speak to a Trade Specialist on 1300 654 112 or
email tradefinance@cba.com.au.
Things you should know: As this advice has been prepared
without considering your objectives, financial situation or needs,
you should consider its appropriateness to your circumstances.
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WORKING SMART, NOT HARD...

there’s no job too tough for us.
WE HAVE CREATED THE PERFECT EYE PROTECTION SOLUTION
EYRES high-performance eye protectors and SHAMIR advanced lens technology
have combined their expertise to bring to you the perfect solution in eye protection.
Our non-prescription and prescription safety eyewear is certified
to the Australian Standards, while providing wearers with:
• the latest technology in frame and lens design providing
optimum fit and comfort,
• optically clear, precision lenses blocking UV/UVB rays
with a range of tint options ensuring individual
requirements are met,
• prescription lenses tailored to optimise visual
acuity and comfort,
• stylish frames that workers want to wear at work or play!

702 RAZOR

Padded
Seal Foam

AVAILABLE IN:
PLANO

PRESCRIPTION

Strong, durable polycarbonate frame designed to resist high velocity impact
from flying objects. Razor protects the sensitive skin around the eyes cavity.

702 RAZOR EDGE

AVAILABLE IN:
PLANO

PRESCRIPTION

Improved Razor for optimum protection. Comes with
padded foam seal that keeps out dust, dirt, and other airborne
particles. Advanced anti-fog coating for clear vision.

Smart. Strong. Safe.

Owned by

GETTING STARTED

The foundations
for export success
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
Future export success requires the
following:

›› cultural differences.
»» pricing your products and services:

»» long-term view

›› pricing models

»» thorough planing

›› distribution agreement.

»» preparation of:

»» visiting the target market

›› company profile and marketing
collateral

»» managing international business
relationship

›› product/service

»» the importance of detail and quality.

›› market research

L

et’s take a closer look at the things to
consider for export success.

14

success. Sustained commitment is required to
consolidate for long- term success.
It is inevitable that a company will experience

Long-term view

problems and difficulties on an export

A company’s size has little influence on its success
in an overseas market. The long-term commitment
and investment by senior management –
providing the financial and human resources
support required – will provide the foundation for

journey. These issues will require additional
effort and the unwavering support of
senior management, which is essential. The
organisation must be seen to support their
strategy and staff for the long run.

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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Thorough planning
Thorough planning is covered in detail in the
successive articles in the Exporters Guide. The
information can be found in the articles ‘Export
market planning’ (page 40), and ‘Financial and
management resources required for export’
(page 19).

»» there may be a need to adapt products
or services to meet the export market’s
standards and/or regulations.
Market research – understanding the market
It is essential to thoroughly research potential
export markets. Good market research will help
to identify promising opportunities; indicate

Establishing yourself in a new market requires
considerable funding. One of the major
barriers that companies experience in realising
their export potential is the cost associated
with developing their distribution networks and
general marketing activities. Developing an
export market is equal to creating a whole
new business requiring an export market plan
with budget forecasts, performance measures
and targets.

potential barriers; and help to minimise or

Preparation

the local culture and customs when doing

Preparing company and marketing collateral
The preparation required for marketing
collateral and developing a company profile is
covered in the article ‘Your company profile –
first steps to your export journey’, on page 32 of
this publication.
Preparing for market-ready products/services

eliminate mistakes that could prove costly.
Market research is covered in ‘Selecting
and researching your export markets’, which
appears on page 36 of the Exporters Guide.
Cultural differences – understanding what they
are, and how they can influence the outcome
Business cultures and ethics differ from country
to country. An exporter will need to understand
business in an export market. Business is always
conducted by the business rules, culture and
customs of the export market.
There may be language barriers in non-English
speaking countries that may require your
product/service and promotional collateral to
be translated. Where English is not the primary
language, negotiations may be frustrated

Market research may have identified the need
to adapt products or services to suit the target
market. For example:

or stalled because of misinterpretations and

»» there may be a prejudice against the
packaging, which may prohibit market entry

introduce your product or service to – it may be

»» the brand name may have to be modified,
translated or changed to suit the market needs

Pricing your products and services

»» apparel or furniture sizes, for example, may
have to be changed

model

»» fashion trends, seasonal differences and
consumer preferences, particularly regarding
taste or colour, may be critical

you can decide which pricing model will work

misunderstandings. Ensure thart you understand
the local culture that you are about to
the difference between success and failure.

The importance of developing a good pricing
After you have conducted market research,
best for your products and services: cost-plus
or top-down pricing. Price will be influenced by

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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many of the factors that are particular to the

or service to reduce the cost to suit the market;

sector; impacted by the distribution channel,

that the price point puts you in the high end,

freight method, the currency, and nuances

making your product/service more expensive;

within the target market.

or that the target market is not suitable, and you

Exporters should consider all models when

have to research another market.

establishing their product/service overseas before

Distribution agreements

deciding on the one that they believe is right for

A distribution agreement is a legal document

them in the market. Exporters may seek to set the
lowest possible price with the narrowest of margins
generating a loss – which may be acceptable in
the establishment phase and not long term.

16

that defines the terms and conditions between
the parties, and includes the products/services
for sale, the territory, pricing, payment terms,
conflict resolution, jurisdiction et cetera. The

will affect the final costing, some of which may

agreement should also convey intent, so that

include tariffs, quotas or sales tax – plus, it could

there is a clear understanding, by both parties,

also identify previously unknown add-on costs.

of the relationship, as well as product education,

Most importantly, a company needs to consider

marketing support and sales expectations.

how much the customers in the target market are

For more information on distribution

prepared to pay for the product or service. You

agreements, refer to the article ‘Developing a

might find that you need to modify your product

market-entry strategy’.

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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transport, distribution channel, warranties,

Market research should identify the elements that
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tockwell International Pty Ltd is a family-owned and
-operated freight forwarding, brokerage and transport
commodities
company, that specialises in both imports and export
can be carried
for air and sea. We have recently expanded into New
Zealand, and we are currently building our own bespoke site
rminal
at Ingleburn, which is set to be completed by the end of this
year. This will cover five acres of storage, office space and
gh our freightan AQIS-approved bond.

ents typically

erienced

services to

d for. More

Having our own purpose-built premises will allow better utilisation
of transport movements, more warehousing availability and
room for future expansion as our growth continues.

ssed throughThe decision to move our operations into New Zealand is
nclude cool due to significant growth in this region. Our New Zealand
es, warm
expansion is headed by Nick Larsen, who has been in the
ive animals industry for more than 20 years.
ng rooms and
We have also just released our new-look website. We have
ecialist bypass
incorporated a fresh new corporate feel, which we believe
our current and new customers will be more than happy
g or move with. We have retained our New Importer Consultancy
n rely on
section and training program since the inception of the
erience to
ecommerce explosion. We have always maintained that
when your we support young and old entrepreneurs alike, and are
time milestone
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ce of mind atnow included Marine Insurance and a parcel service to
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obe, contact

tas.com.au.

We are extremely excited about the future of Stockwells as
we move into the second generation of management.
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Stockwells in
New Zealand
Stockwell International has built its
reputation for exceptional service and
world class logistics on the back of its
strong global network.
Now our network has become even
stronger with the opening of our full
service office in Auckland, New Zealand.

Stockwell International New Zealand 09 951 5731

www.stockwells.co.nz
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Visiting the target market

You spend a great deal of time supporting your

Visiting a prospective market is essential
for understanding the needs of potential
customers, the business culture, local customs
and competitors in the market. Market visits
are covered in detail in the article ‘Visiting the
market’ (page 46).

domestic sales network – now include cultural

Managing international business
relationships

The importance of attention to detail and
quality

Successful exporters are engaged with their
contacts in the market. They develop strong,
trusting relationships, and are considered
partners to the business.

It is important that exporters pay attention to

It is important that exporters view their future
agents/distributors as members of the business.
It is very easy to overlook them and not provide
the attention that they need to engage and
develop a loyal partnership. This is evident in
Asia, where regular contact is expected to
demonstrate your commitment and longterm interest. A lack of communication can
be perceived as a lack of commitment and
interest in the relationship, leaving the Asian
company disconnected.

be serious. Successful exporters stand out for

differences, potential language barriers,
distance, different time zones and many more
differences. This gives you some indication of
the support and effort that is required to make
your export relationships successful.

detail – particularly with their documentation
and promises. This can seem simple, but the
consequences of not focusing on detail can
their attention to detail, commitment to time
lines, commitment to contractual or other
obligations, and their commitment to providing
high-quality goods and services.

Ai Group can assist companies wanting to research
new markets, and we can conduct a Trade and
Export Development Export Audit – helping to identify
the potential gaps of your export strategy. Please
email trade@aigroup.com.au and request a free
consultation.

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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Financial and

management resources
required for export
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
The development of a new export market involves much more than simply
achieving an initial sale. Rather, it involves the successful identification and
development of a range of factors necessary to allow long-term profitable
business results to be achieved. This is particularly important as initial trial
sales are, in most cases, not going to justify the considerable time and financial
investment in export marketing.

S

pecifically, the new market development
will involve some or all of the following:

»» building new relationships, usually in
unfamiliar cultural and business environments
»» adapting for new market needs, as foreign

market planning in this edition.)

Management resources required for export
development
Without doubt, the single most important
success factor common to exporters is
commitment to export from top management.

markets invariably vary from the familiar

This commitment is required to ensure that

domestic market

export development receives priority within the

»» arranging efficient and reliable distribution
»» establishing methods of monitoring the
market, particularly for consumer markets,
which are typified by change
»» developing a plan or strategy, that is realistic,
affordable and flexible enough to grow with
market penetration.
The development of a new export business
is essentially similar to the creation of any
new business. This requires financing an initial
investment, a great deal of management
time, and commitment and good planning.

company, and to allow adequate resources
to be made available. It also encourages all
employees to contribute to the success of
any export process. In this regard, it should
be noted that in addition to marketing, the
involvement of production, warehousing and
administration personnel is necessary to deliver
export orders on time and to specification.
In a practical sense, it is important to define
who will be responsible for doing what and
when. The tasks to be undertaken will at least
include the following:

While this article focuses on financial and

1. Marketing and research tasks

management resources required for export, the

»» Market selection and market research. This

importance of having an export plan cannot

would involve analysing the most suitable

be overstated. (Refer to the article on export

market, identifying the nature of the

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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tool in international marketing for introducing
your company and its products or services to
potential business partners or customers. The
profile is both a marketing and a planning
document, as its preparation requires the
gathering of a broad range of information.
»» Planning preparation and undertaking
market visits. Eventually, it will be necessary
to make a series of visits to the market during
both the initial and market development
phase. In fact, regular visits on an ongoing
basis will normally be required as the market
develops. Market visits are expensive in
both time and money, so maximum benefit
should be derived from the time spent on
this activity. It is also important to remember
that time spent overseas is time spent away
from the business in Australia, so it may be
necessary to train suitable people in order
to maintain continuity in the domestic
management role.
»» Handling enquiries. One of the immediate
effects of commencing overseas market
research could well be the generation of
enquiries from the market as your product or
name becomes known. It will be necessary
to put mechanisms in place to evaluate and
respond to these enquiries. This is where the
ready availability of company profiles and
suitable marketing can be very helpful.
»» Identifying sources of assistance. Both
the federal government and most of the
opportunities, gaining an understanding of

state governments operate a number of

distribution, competitors, and likely customer

schemes that potentially provide assistance

needs, and establishing initial contacts.

to exporters. Austrade and the TradeStart

involves effective methods of introducing your

selection advice to export-ready businesses.

products, and establishing importation and

Companies should familiarise themselves with

distribution. These strategies may involve trade

these sources of assistance and how they

show participation, agency or distributor

can be best used.

agreements, special arrangements for

»» Negotiating sales and distribution

customer testing and trial orders. Ultimately, it

agreements. Inevitably, companies will

will involve ongoing marketing activities.

be seeking to negotiate appropriate
agreements to lock in distribution and sales

»» Preparation of a company profile and other
marketing material. A company profile is a key

20

arrangements. This can be a long and
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network provide exporting and market

»» Assessment of market-entry strategies. This

Global Export Experts
For over 40 years, Midas Insurance Brokers have
provided Australian exporters with peace of mind.
As experts in marine cargo insurance, Midas Insurance Brokers tailor your policy to
ensure that you are covered for the specific risks associated with your products
and export markets. Policies include Open Cover and Single Cargo Shipments.
We can insure products as diverse as...
Wine
Wheat
Mineral Resources
Livestock Exports
Dairy Products
Perishable Foods
Wool and Cotton
Mining Equipment
Value Added Agricultural Products
Covers are placed with major Australian insurers and
Lloyds of London. In the event of a claim we liaise directly
with the underwriter on your behalf to expedite the
settlement of your claim. Giving you peace of mind and
allowing you to focus on your business.
For further information...
1300 664 272 or info@midas.net.au
www.midas.net.au

GLOBAL RISK MITIGATION FOUNDED ON LOCAL EXPERTISE
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Continued from page 20

find an appropriate value/cost niche within
the particular market.
»» Product development and modification.
The task of altering products, and possible
consequent changes to manufacturing
requirements, will also need to be
undertaken. This may mean changes to
sizing, additions to ranges, or options on
complete product re-engineering. This will
require cooperation between marketing,
development and manufacturing personnel.
»» Identifying production requirements. The
expansion, or at least possible changes to
production requirements, will require careful
planning and scheduling. There is always
potential conflict between meeting existing
customer requirements, and slotting in new
and often novel requirements for overseas
customers on short notice.
»» Identify product suitability. Ensure that
your product can legally be sold in your
selected market. Just because you have an
order does not mean that your product is
difficult process, taking up considerable time

legal. Ensure that you have complied with

and often requiring multiple market visits. It is

the importing country’s requirements by

essential that appropriate advice is obtained
prior to signing a sales or distribution

Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT), Austrade,
the TradeStart network and the Manual of

agreement.

Importing Country Requirements

»» Protect your brand and/or intellectual

(www.micor.agriculture.gov.au).

property. It is essential to consider
appropriate methodologies to protect your
brand, image and intellectual property
(IP). Some countries, such as China, do not
necessarily recognise foreign trademarks

3. Administrative and logistical tasks
The development of exports places a number
of ongoing administrative demands on
companies. These include:
»» handling of export documentation involving

and patents. It can be easy and relatively

new methods of payment

simple to register your brand and IP in
China, which can assist in reducing damage

»» meeting customs requirements both in
Australia and other countries

to your business.

»» working with banks to ensure appropriate

2. Product-related tasks
»» Undertake proper export costing and reverse

finance and payment arrangements
»» working with both marine and export credit

pricing. It is essential to determine the cost

insurers

competitiveness of your product. On the
basis of this, it may be determined that

»» arranging shipping through freight

modifications are required for the product to

22

utilising the resources of the Department of

companies, shipping lines, or other parties
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»» liaising with customers in the export market

health certification, product safety standards

»» coordinating budgets and monitoring the

et cetera.

overall plan.
In many cases, these tasks – whether

»» Provision of training and in-market product
support.

marketing, product related or administrative

Capital expenditure

– will need to be undertaken in addition to

»» Acquisition of new or additional production

existing activities. Nevertheless, it is necessary
that they are seen as an integral part of the
business. As input and cooperation will be
required from various people, particularly in
larger organisations, the best results will be

equipment.
»» Establishment of offshore offices, support
arrangements, warehousing and distribution.
»» Equity in joint ventures.

obtained when people believe that it is part of

Financing costs

their core activities.

»» Additional raw material and finished

4. Financial resources

products inventory costs.

The development of a new offshore market

»» Extended credit terms.

will always involve expense. The types of areas

»» Currency and credit risk.

where new or additional expenditure may be

»» Financing of additional transport costs.

required are listed below. Naturally, the size of
the expenditure will depend on the nature and
scale of the project involved.
Marketing expenditure
»» Production of marketing materials, including
multilingual material.
»» Market research, either through the
Australian Industry Group, Austrade or
consultants.
»» Travel and accommodation for market visits.
»» Trade show participation, including
development of display material.
»» Updating the company website is necessary

»» Marine and credit insurance requirements.
Export administration and other costs
»» Documentary credit arrangements.
»» Cost of overseas intellectual property
protection.
»» Cost of extended product liability insurance
(note: this, in particular, is often overlooked
and can be significant).
»» Customs and other export administration costs.
Companies should determine the likely size of
all these costs as early as possible, and should
take appropriate account in their export
costing. It may also be necessary to modify or

in a number of emerging markets to be able

stage the export development plans to allow

to carry out ordering and payment on the

an appropriate cash-flow position to develop.

web, either directly or through distributors.
Product development and modification

Conclusion
This article introduces the areas that are likely

»» Resizing products.

to take up management time and financial

»» Development of new tooling, patterns

resources when entering new export markets.

et cetera.
»» Design of new product lines.
»» Modification of consumer and/or transport
packaging.
»» Achievement of quality accreditation.
»» Meeting of government requirements –

Proper planning and management of the
people involved is essential to minimise both
the time and costs involved.
The Trade and Export Development team at The
Australian Industry Group is available to assist you in
addressing these issues. Please email your details and
requests to trade@aigroup.com.au.
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Internal business review
and export readiness
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
Exporting has become a viable option for many Australian manufacturers and
producers, given the current low value of the Australian dollar. Many companies
are looking to exporting thanks to the reduced demand in the domestic market
due to economic circumstances. If your product or service is currently competitive
domestically, then there is a reasonable chance that it will be competitive in the
Asian and north Asian markets. Recent changes to free trade agreements may
also offer a competitive advantage for your products in these markets.

R

eturns are not usually achieved quickly,
and businesses should plan for a minimum
of three years’ investment in time,

resources and money to see meaningful results;
therefore, there must be a strong commitment
from the owners, management and ultimately
all involved in the business to become

assist in this process.

Export market–ready checklist
Company
»» Does the company have the current
production or service capacity to service an
export market?

successful in international trade.

»» Has the company developed a fully costed

Once having made the decision, the practical
thing to do is to review the business and
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The following checklist has been prepared to

export market development plan?
»» Are funds being raised, or have they been

determine what is required to become ready

committed to the project?Are the board

to export.

and/or owners committed to exporting?
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»» Does the company have an effective, up-todate, user-friendly webpage with integrated,
relevant languages? This is extremely
important, as some of the emerging markets
use web marketing extensively to get to
know what products are available.
»» Is there an awareness of grants and
assistance available from state and federal
governments?
»» Is there an effective and current product or
service-costing system available?
»» Does the company make performance
comparisons with major international
competitors?
Products or services
»» Are the products or services of a high quality,
and are they price-competitive in the export
market?

Market conditions
»» Are there any product or service restrictions
in the markets being developed? If there are
restrictions, has the company obtained the
necessary licence or agreement to operate
in the market?
»» Will your domestic marketing strategy have
to be changed when used in the overseas
market? If so, how?
»» What is the level of competition in the
market from your own competitors and local
competitors?
»» Have sufficient visits been made to the
potential markets in order to obtain a
practical understanding of them?
»» Have the potential distributors in the markets
been nominated?

Notes

potential export market, or will there have

The key success factors among long-term
sustainable exporters are:

to be changes made before the product or

»» high-quality products or services

service can be sold in selected markets?

»» high level of commitment from directors and
also owners of private companies

»» Is the product or service compatible for the

»» Is the Harmonized Export Commodity
Classification known and understood?
»» Is the packaging and/or instructions
compatible with the potential market?
»» Determine the product or service’s

»» cooperative, long-term relationships with
local distributors
»» favourable market conditions

sustainable competitive advantage locally

»» export marketing strategies similar to
domestic marketing strategies.

and in potential export markets.

Steps to success

People

Acquire knowledge and develop commitment

»» Has the CEO made time to be involved in

»» Give priority to making well-prepared market visits
during the early stages of developing a market.

developing exports?
»» Is there someone on staff with a full
understanding of currency and insurance
issues, or is that service being obtained
externally?
»» Has a particular staff member (or members)
been appointed to lead and handle the
export project?

»» During market visits, spend time with
potential distributors, visiting retail and
wholesale outlets, and listening to consumers
and end users.
»» Use market visits to raise questions and
identify what additional information needs to
be obtained.

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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Develop effective distributor relationships
Developing relationships with distributors, to
the point that you each consider one another
a partner, is a key factor in the creation of
successful exporters, so it is important to:
»» find the right distributor who has a reputation
for service and significant experience in the
industry
»» work cooperatively with your distributor
»» build a high-quality relationship with the
distributor
»» once you have established the relationship,
be prepared to make a long-term
commitment to the distributor.
Choose the right markets, strategy and people
»» Do not be put off entering markets that
appear to be difficult.
»» Be aware of, and ready for, local completion.
»» Be open to opportunities that come from
outside of the company.
»» Think carefully before substantially changing
marketing strategies that have worked in the
domestic market.
»» Appoint an export manager as soon as
possible.
»» Choose the export manager for their people
and learning skills as much as for their
technical skills.
»» Based on the knowledge gained through an
initial market visit, decide whether to make a

network.
It may be beneficial for the review process to

commitment to the market.

be undertaken by a person external to the

Market visit
A well-planned market visit of short duration by
a person experienced in the industry will provide

28

»» Engage with Austrade and the TradeStart

business – it is always preferable to find an
assistant who has worked in export markets.

far better and useful research than paying large

In some states, funding may be available to

amounts for external research reports.

assist in preparing the Strategic Export Review.
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Your company profile

First steps to your export journey
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP, MELBOURNE
It is very important for every business to properly introduce its product or
service to a new export market. In this information age, websites normally
contain information for both domestic and overseas markets, which may not
clearly deliver your export proposition. Consequently, a clear and concise
company profile, either using a PowerPoint presentation or a brochure format,
may be a useful tool in export marketing.

A

company profile aims to attract
overseas audiences with the following
information:

»» Company overview – to contain:

need to alter the models, depending on
the overseas market situation.
»» Success stories:

›› brief history

›› important – you should be able to

›› staff numbers

demonstrate a steady growth pattern in

›› location

Australia
›› a good case study always helps to boost

›› website

company credibility. Remember to show

›› contact details.

evidence of:

»» Products or services with unique selling

›› media releases

proposition (USP):
›› this should be the product range you feel

names.

export readiness – i.e. IP and trademark.
(Note – remember to exhibit some photos
and videos of your products or service
on your website, to promote the most
powerful and unique features.)
»» Domestic distribution channel:
›› this will give a very good indication of
the market-entry model for overseas

›› photos
›› links to major organisations/projects

confident to export with capacity and
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customers; however, the company may

»» Export market – entry model:
›› export market – entry model totally
depends on the characters of the
products/service, including distributor,
commission paid to trade agent,
OEMs, licences or franchise. It is highly
recommended that an Australian
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company seeks assistance from an
agency such as TradeStart regarding
overseas markets and industries, to build
up their initial export market – entry model,
and to undertake the necessary research
regarding the targeted export market with
competitor information, industry culture,
pricing, logistics and finance.

product can be competitive in relation

All of the above facets can help the
company build up the right export market–
entry model with a feasible approach.

and networking for the industry that this

»» Partner/distributor criteria/advice:
›› a company is required to provide basic
requirements for its potential overseas
partner or distributor – for example, when
an Australian manufacturer in the area
of advanced manufacturing intends
to take their product overseas – and it
is encouraged to engage a TradeStart
adviser for export-readiness coaching.
Subsequently, the adviser is able to
identify overseas markets, with information
reporting available to show that their

to tariff, freight, unique selling proposition
of the product and import competition
analysis in the target country. Furthermore,
the company needs to identify a
distributor (or a number of distributors) in
the target country, which has facilities
for manufacturing certain components
company is targeting overseas.
All the abovementioned key points will build
up an easy-to-read, relevant and impressive
profile of:
»» who you are
»» what you do
»» why you are so special
»» who you like to work with.
The presentation enables an Australian
company to grasp the initial market interests
of a wide range of overseas audiences,
and subsequently facilitates further business
negotiation and agreement.

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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Export costing and
pricing guidelines

BY CRAIG MALCOLM, TRADESTART EXPORT ADVISER, THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
In today’s international market, knowing your own business cost base may not
be sufficient. Market intelligence is now becoming imperative to success, and
understanding the right pricing and the way you provide quotes for your goods
or services is crucial for a successful export business.

E

xport pricing and domestic pricing are
different – it is important that you gain an
understanding of the different overseas

market conditions, costs, quoting formats and
currencies that may impact what you charge
your customers for your products or services.

foreign exchange risk-management tools
available.

5.1.3 Mark-up/margin
Before consideration of costing logistics for

One of the first questions that you will be

export, it is important to clarify the difference

asked by an overseas contact will be about
your export price, so it is essential to have your
pricing determined before you approach an
overseas market. Pricing for any market requires

between mark-up and margin. Margins are
referred to in the worked costing logistics
example below. Confusion with mark-ups will

an understanding of the relative costs, demand

affect the outcome of pricing and reverse

and competition of that market.

pricing analysis.

Companies are in a position to enhance

Mark-up

international market opportunities in relation to

Definition: Sale price minus cost (i.e. gross profit)

cost by:

expressed as a percentage of cost.

»» establishing if any imported components

Cost		

A$100.00

Sell		

A$154.00

Mark-up		

54 per cent

are subject to import duty, and seeking duty
drawback (your freight forwarder/customs
agent is in a position to assist with your

Margin

entitlements)

Definition: Sale price minus cost (i.e. gross profit)

»» improving stock turns, enabling inventory

expressed as a percentage of sale price.

holding costs to be reduced
»» for small and medium-sized enterprises,
getting the freight forwarder to handle your
forwarding and documentation requirements
can be advantageous. Forwarding agents

34

companies, to negotiate reduced rates
»» being well informed about the various

Cost		

A$100.00

Sell		

A$154.00

Gross profit

A$54.00

may be in a better position, due to their

Gross margin = Gross profit A$54 x 100 = 35 per cent

relationship with shipping and insurance

Sales value 			

A$154
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Export costing

Easy reckoner
Mark-up (%)

Gross margin (%)

5.26			5.00
11.11			10.00
17.65			15.00
25.00			20.00
33.33			25.00
42.86			

30.00

53.85			

35.00

66.66			40.00
100.00			50.0
How does the exporter determine the selling
price for their products? Shown below are a

There are a number of additional charges
to take into account when exporting your
product. The following list shows some of those
factors to be considered:
»» rate per kilogram or container
»» export packaging
»» cartage
»» documentation
»» local surcharges
»» insurance
»» finance charges
»» certification
»» local permits and/or certificates

variety of commonly used methods:

»» stocking fees

»» Cost-plus method. In the cost-plus method

»» labelling

calculation, the exporter starts with the

»» import duty

domestic manufacturing cost and adds

»» inland charges

administration, research and development,
overhead costs, freight forwarding, distributor

»» warehousing

margins, customs charges and profit. The

»» agent commission

net effect of this pricing approach may

»» market visits

be that the export price escalates into an

»» advertising and promotion

uncompetitive range.
»» Marginal cost pricing. This method
considers the direct, out-of-pocket
expenses of producing and selling products
for export, as a floor beneath which prices
cannot be set without incurring a loss. This
would include any product modifications
plus economy of scale savings, as the
incremental cost of producing additional
products for export should be lower than
the earlier average production costs for the
domestic market.
»» Buyer-based. Perceived value; more
psychological than economics-based.
»» Competition-based. Benchmarked to
competitors or market average.
»» Price adjustment strategies. Discount pricing

»» product liability insurance.
Note* – there is no GST on exports

Tips for exporters
»» The exporter should attempt to make the
buyer’s decision process as easy as possible
by preparing your export price list cost,
insurance and freight (CIF) in the currency of
the country and port of product destination.
»» Make an effort to understand the way
business is done in the export market, and
conduct your business similarly, offering
the same value proposal as local suppliers.
Payment terms, delivery and after-sale
servicing are important considerations.
Include a proviso in your price list – ‘Prices
subject to change’.
»» Consider currency fluctuations when preparing

and allowances; rebates; discriminatory

the price list. Include a clause that the price

pricing; and promotional pricing (loss leaders

is subject to exchange rate fluctuations, and

to attract customers).

allow a percentage variation.
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Selecting and

researching your export markets
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
There is invariably a wide range of export markets that a company could
consider. It is important to select those export markets that offer the greatest
opportunities, keeping your company’s capabilities in mind.

T

argeting the right market is an important
first step in export-market development.
Nothing is worse than working on the
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opportunities for the company’s range of
products or services for exports. Not only will
this help to build an initial list of possibilities, but

most effective market-entry strategies aimed at

it will also help to ensure that no hidden agent

the wrong market.

will potentially block or slow down the export

One of the quickest ways to select the right

development process.

export market is to build a list of potential target

This initial discussion of various options is also

markets, while slowly building market data

useful in identifying information requirements

and other pertinent information on market

– in other words, critical assumptions we are
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making about potential target markets that
need to be checked.
The objectives are to:
»» clarify the current market preferences of the
senior management and their reasons for
these preferences
»» identify important information gaps as a basis
for the development of a market research brief
»» decide on a short list of potential export

There are often rules
that restrict access to
other markets. This initial
investigation should allow
you to eliminate unsuitable
target markets

markets.
This should lead to the following outcomes:
»» a short list of potential export markets

Step one – identify markets that are
unsuitable

to consider further (companies already

The primary focus is to find out if there are any

exporting will have reviewed their existing

prohibitions against your product or service in

export markets, as well as potential new

the export markets that you are considering.

markets)

Always be prepared to look further than the

»» a summary of high-priority information
required to make this market choice.

Selecting your target markets
The choice of which overseas market to target
is arguably one of the most critical steps in
planning for export. Selection of the right
market will lead to early success and further
encouragement from your shareholders,
financiers, employees and customers.
This, however, is also one of the most expensive

obvious regulations. There are often rules that
restrict access to other markets. This initial
investigation should allow you to eliminate
unsuitable target markets.
Once you have established whether or not
your product/service is permitted, your next
step is to establish what restrictions may be
imposed on your product/service in those
countries. Key non-tariff barriers facing
Australian exporters may include:

steps because of the need for market research

»» buy national products campaign

data, and it is the most time-consuming. In order

»» rules and marks of origin

to reduce financial risks, a staged approach

»» technical standards and certification

has been adopted for the selection of target
markets. This approach will reduce the likelihood

»» nominated importer requirements

of researching inappropriate markets. There are

»» customs delays

two steps in this phase of research:

»» export subsidies

»» identify unsuitable markets – eliminate

»» financial and counter-trade obligations

those with hostile domestic environments,
or those where your products or services
may not be acceptable
»» identify market potential – ascertain those
that present good opportunities for your
product/services.

»» anti-dumping law
»» sanitary regulations and protocols
»» animal-testing requirements
»» quarantine restrictions and pre-shipment
inspection.
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Step two – identify potential markets

offer. You will need to conduct research to

ready to proceed with in-depth research of
three to four target markets. Initially, research
will focus on product potential by looking at
the following issues:

determine factors relating to:

»» size of the market

»» current free trade agreements (FTAs) with

»» competition

The rest of the potential markets will be
assessed for the opportunities that they

both Australia and the home countries of

»» pricing

your major competitors

»» market-entry barriers

»» size of market (population and spending power)

Depending on the market and the nature of the

»» market growth potential

product, a low-cost electronic search of business
databases should yield basic data to complement
previous knowledge of the target market.

»» level of competition
»» practicality of supply or servicing from
Australia, compared with suppliers that are
geographically closer
»» local culture, such as religion, customs,
lifestyles and business practices, which
may impact on your success (for example,
marketing alcoholic products to Muslim
customers may be culturally unacceptable).

Setting priorities
Your company would have export-market
preferences on the strength of your
knowledge of the products, domestic market
experience and interaction or networking

This process will further reduce the target
markets to two to three key markets for
in-depth research. You can analyse and
prioritise target markets, and identify major
research issues that need to be addressed.
The analysis should look at the relative market
attractiveness and competitive position of
a given market for your range of products
or services. This will be helpful in resource
allocation decisions, particularly in allocating
resources to developing markets with highgrowth trends and future profit potential.

Market attractiveness and competitiveness
attributes

within the industry it operates. It is important
to continuously review these possible export
target markets, and to identify their particular
advantages and disadvantages as new

Attractiveness:
»» market size and growth trends

information comes to hand.

»» entry cost and investment requirements

The two key questions that need to be

»» degree of price and supplier competition

addressed are:

»» buyer’s strength and level of product/market
understanding

»» How attractive are each of the export
markets to your company?

»» level of market-entry barriers

»» How effectively can you compete in these

»» level of technological /product innovation
and development

markets?

Researching the market
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»» distribution channels.

»» political and economic stability

After the process of target market selection by

»» ease or difficulty of doing business (language
and cultural barriers)

using the available information, you are now

»» political and economic stability.
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Competitiveness:
»» market share
»» established brands
»» established distribution network

The Australian Industry Group Trade & Export
Development Team can assist in developing a
research brief and in conducting overseas market
research on your behalf. Please email
trade@aigroup.com.au for more information.

»» competitive price
»» innovative product/services or marketing
»» prestige image

Checklist for potential export markets

»» product/service quality

»» Which markets/segments are your
competitors targeting?

»» superior packaging or presentation
»» network of contacts
»» patents/copyrights.
Competitiveness relates to attributes that
would give any company a strong competitive
position in the market under consideration from
an industry perspective.

Preparing the market research brief
In the process of selecting your target markets,
gaps in information would have been defined
and listed as needing further research. This
information list should form the initial data
requirements that can be built into a wellplanned, focused research brief.
It is important that the objective of the research
is well defined, and designed to address the
key issues relating to the target markets.
Generally, a well-planned research brief should
contain the following basic information:
»» aspects of the market to be investigated,
and in what depth
»» why the information is needed, and how it
will be used
»» information about the products to be exported
»» information about the client company
commissioning the research.
Market research briefs are built upon the
company profile document, which is discussed in
the article ‘The company profile – first step to your

»» Which countries are major importers
of the products/services?
»» Which countries are major suppliers?
»» Which countries have FTAs with
the target market? Does it include
Australia?
»» What level of economic development
is ideal for the use or consumption
of the products or services? Which
countries are at this stage of
development or fast approaching it?
»» What are the sizes of the various
markets being considered, and what
is a rough estimate of the market
supply structure – proportion of
demand met by domestic production
vs. imports?
»» How fast are the imports growing?
»» What are the potential market
barriers? How costly is it to enter the
market?
»» How large/well developed are the
potential industry, commercial or
consumer users?
»» What is the product life cycle of this
market?
»» In which markets does your product/
service have a natural competitive
advantage?

export journey’, found earlier in this publication.
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Export market
planning

Why plan?

T

countries. In most of Europe and the United

he rationale for exporting is usually selfevident, but the reasons for planning
may not be as obvious. The final plan is

States, exporters can deliver their goods by
road or rail, using the same packaging and

the guide to what you intend to do, how you

delivery processes as they would for local

will go about it, who is responsible for what and

sales. To a great extent, the Europeans and

when, and the anticipated results.

Americans export using their own currency,

What is far more important than the plan is the

which significantly reduces risks associated with

process. The systematic process of analysing

foreign exchange fluctuations.

all aspects of your business, your competitors

The decision in Australia to develop a company

and potential export markets provides a solid
base to move into exporting. It will indicate the
weaknesses you will need to overcome, and it
also discovers opportunities.
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into a long-term sustainable exporter is a
significant one, and will determine the future
direction of the organisation. It initially requires a
serious commitment from the decision-makers,

General Dwight D. Eisenhower was a little

and then from the whole company. Company

more succinct in his statement: ‘Planning is

culture will change within the organisation as

everything. The plan is nothing’.

the business becomes involved and affected

Australia is unlike any other continent, as it

directly by the international markets, and the

has to send goods by sea or air to sell to other

people involved in those markets.
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Once a market is selected,
a well-planned visit can
be planned to add to your
knowledge

The planning process
1. Examine your existing business, products or
services
»» How important is export?
»» Export is just one of a range of strategic options.
»» Is the company and its products or services
ready for export?

are more numerous than the resources

2. Preliminary market research

available to address them. Limited finance is

»» Is there a demand for your product/service,

normally a barrier – particularly for small and

and is it acceptable in the market? Do

medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) – but often,

you have to change any aspects of your

the biggest issue is sufficient experienced and

products or services? What is the size of the

skilled staff.

market and your potential sales level? Who

»» Carry out a market portfolio analysis.

are the customers and end users?
»» Who are the competitors? What are their
quality levels and price? Can you compete?
»» What are the costs to develop the market?
»» Which is the preferred way to operate:
through consolidators, distributors or agents,
or to sell direct? In some markets, such as
China, ecommerce channels may be an
appropriate way to access the market.
»» Who are the potential distributors or agents?
It is essential to use all possible tools at your
disposal to gain as much knowledge of your
potential markets as possible. Austrade and
the TradeStart network can provide significant
market knowledge with little or no expense to
business. It is also important to obtain a cultural

»» Prepare a strategic mission for each market.
»» Determine the specific opportunities and
problems associated with each market.
»» Prepare a financial analysis and financial
framework for the market entry and
development strategies.
»» Place the markets in a priority list that shows the
timing for the initial markets and future markets.
Once a market is selected, a well-planned visit
can be planned to add to your knowledge.
Austrade can assist you with a targeted
introduction to pre-qualified buyers (fees may
apply). A few days spent at a trade show can
provide significant market intelligence and a
great snapshot of your competition, both from

briefing for the proposed market, which can be

Australia and from our foreign competitors. It will

provided by experienced TradeStart advisers at

often allow you to meet a number of people in

no cost to business.

your own industry, and simply by mutual interest,

From this visit, you would normally prepare a
well-focused market brief and have a good

they obtain significant knowledge even from
potential or direct competitors.

idea of the markets you will consider.

4. Strategy development

3. Target market selection

A range of options are considered, including:

This is really a process to prioritise the markets

»» indirect exporting through a local customer

that you will approach; often, the opportunities

or consolidator
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plan and a financial plan, the final plan should
specify:
»» key actions
»» key responsibilities
»» milestones and outcomes
»» associated time frames
»» allocated resources
»» cash-flow projections.
6. Performance monitoring
Export market planning is a dynamic process
and becomes part of the usual review of
company operations. The review process
should assist in periodical updating of the
plan, and to ensure that opportunities are
being maximised and that previously identified
market potential has been turned into reality.
Plan monitoring occurs at three levels:
»» strategic
»» tactical
»» operational.

Conclusion
The PAN’AGRA Research Program of the
London Business School, which was supported
by the British Overseas Trade Board and

»» exporting via agents or distributors
»» manufacturing or supplying a service under
licence

to export success’ in 1997. Although this report is
nearly 20 years old, its relevance remains. It has

»» joint venture

three recommended first steps to success:

»» 100 per cent offshore ownership

»» make well-prepared market visits to build

»» ecommerce channels – directly or via a

local knowledge and confidence

third-party service provider

»» seek relationships with local distributors, and

»» pricing policy

they will ultimately lead to cooperative, long-

»» how you are going to promote you product

term partnerships

or service
»» detailed market-entry plan.
5. Writing the export market plan
The final step is to translate the strategies into
the plan. Comprising an action plan, time
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Austrade, carried out a project called ‘First steps

»» choose export managers for their ‘people’
and learning skills, as much as for their
technical skills.
Ai Group staff are able to conduct an ‘export audit’
for companies and advise on their export planning
needs. For more information, please email
trade@aigroup.com.au.
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Flexible Funding Solutions
For Exporters
Our export working capital solutions can help you
turn your ideas and opportunities into sales and grow
your business in overseas markets.
Our aim is to help you:

How can Scottish Pacific Assist?

• Assist Australian businesses to access valuable
export markets
• Prevent business opportunities being lost to
overseas competitors
• Provide complete supply chain funding solutions
for exporters
• Level the playing field to ensure Australian
exporters are not disadvantaged

• Pre-shipment funding - As the only non-bank lender
accredited with EFIC, Scottish Pacific can provide funding to
exporters prior to shipment
• Post Shipment Funding - Scottish Pacific can provide funding
to allow time for goods to be delivered and for overseas
customers to pay against invoices issued by overseas customers
• Bad Debt Protection - Scottish Pacific can help protect
exporters from bad debts with our Bad Debt Protection product
CAS
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Developing a

market-entry strategy
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
Having obtained knowledge and understanding of the selected market, the business must now
determine the best market-entry strategy for that market. It may be direct export/distributorship, joint
venture/partner, alliance arrangements or via ecommerce.

»» Risk: The more control, the less risk; however,
greater control means higher costs, which
increases the financial exposure – a different
type of risk.
»» Price: The closer to the customer, the higher
the return to your company.
»» Government regulations: Certain strategies
may have to be adopted to comply with
government regulations.
»» Management skills: Operating on
an international basis requires new
management skills. Until such skills are
developed or acquired, it is wise to start
slowly.
The following checklist may be a convenient
way to quantify some of the aspects you need
to consider when selecting your market-entry
strategy. You will need to modify this list to
make it relevant for your products/services and

I

t is interesting to note that the most
appropriate market-entry strategy is often a
trade-off between:

»» Costs of alternative strategies: Generally
speaking, the closer to the consumer, the
more expensive the option.
»» Control over decision-making and your

44

target industry: cross out irrelevant items, add
additional items, and so on.

Evaluating market-entry options
1. Costs
»» How will you support your market entry? Is
finance a limiting factor?
»» Is the gross margin and volume potential high

products: The closer to the customer, the

enough to afford an aggressive presence in

better the controls.

the market (for example, local office)?
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»» Could turnover be improved with a more
aggressive presence in the market in order to
be able to gain economies of scale?
»» Could production costs be reduced – for
example, local assembly or contract
packaging?
»» Has a reasonable payback period been
allowed when considering an aggressive
market-entry strategy?
»» Has ecommerce been considered? If so, do
you have your own website, or do you use a
third-party service provider?
2. Control
How important is it to control:
»» how aggressively your product is marketed?
»» how your brand is promoted?
»» how your product is serviced?
»» how much market information is fed back
to you?
3. Risk
»» How stable are expected sales?

5. Government regulations
»» Do local government regulations restrict or
encourage a more aggressive presence in
the market?
»» What incentives are available from the
target market’s government?

»» How politically stable is the market?

6. Management skills

»» What is the risk of losing market share?

»» What skills are required to have a more

»» Would risk be reduced by a more aggressive
presence in the market?
»» What are your competitor’s strategies?
»» Do currency fluctuations pose a risk? If so,
what is the level of sensitivity?
»» What is the risk of non-payment? Should you
insure against this?
»» What are the risks and consequences of not
meeting orders on time?

aggressive presence in the market?
»» Are these skills available within your
company?
»» If not, are they difficult to acquire or
develop? What will they cost?
»» How long will it take to acquire or develop
these skills?
A market visit is essential before finalising your
market-entry strategy. There is nothing that

4. Price

can replace a firsthand view of the physical

»» Could a better price be won for your product

market conditions, together with meeting with

if it were marketed more aggressively?
»» How much control do you have over pricing?
»» Do you apply a ‘cost-plus’ or ‘what
the market will bear’ approach, or a
combination of both?
»» Could prices be cut by having some or all of
the product manufactured or packed locally?

counterparts in your industry. A market visit may
be in conjunction with a trade fair/trade show
display or in-store promotion.
Participation in an overseas buyer’s mission in
Australia can also achieve worthwhile results.
For assistance in developing a market-entry strategy
for your business, email trade@aigroup.com.au.
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Visiting the market
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
After a company has researched and identified potential markets, and devised
strategies to enter those markets, the next step is to locate a buyer. If that
buyer is the end user of a company’s product/service, then a relatively simple
transaction may result. In many cases, however, Australian exporters generally
need an in-country presence through a representative or distributor to reach the
eventual buyer. While customers may be identified through attendance at trade
shows, virtual showcases, trade missions, direct mail campaigns and advertising
either through print or digital media, whatever method is chosen, an initial trip
to the market (and potentially many trips) will be required.

I

t is essential for companies to develop a
planned approach to target export markets.
Visiting a market provides an opportunity to

»» individual market-visit program

meet with counterparts in your industry, and

»» visiting or exhibiting in an overseas trade show

also provides a valuable firsthand view of the

»» participating in a virtual showcase

market conditions and business culture; and

»» participating in a trade delegation.

you are able to experience direct reactions to

Ai Group can assist members with all of
these options.

your company and its products/services.
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A number of market-entry methods are
available to Australian companies, and include:
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Preparing for business travel abroad
Business travel abroad can identify and
uncover new customers, and can improve
relationships and communication with
established foreign representatives and
associates. As in domestic business, there is
nothing like a face-to-face meeting with a
client or customer. The following suggestions
can help companies prepare for a trip.
»» Be very familiar with the latest market
research data that you have obtained prior
to the visit.
»» Prepare processes for dealing with the followup actions required after the visit.
»» Decide on who is to travel, and ensure that
they are authorised to make decisions.
»» Accomplish as much as possible before the
trip begins. Connect with federal and state
government organisations, industry, and
alliance bodies; have the names of possible
contacts, arrange appointments, check
itinerary and transportation schedules, et
cetera. All important meetings should be
confirmed before leaving Australia.
»» Send company profile and/or samples to

appropriate visas are obtained.
A well-planned itinerary enables a traveller to
make the best possible use of time abroad.
Although travel time is expensive, care must
be taken not to overload the schedule. Two or
three definite appointments, confirmed well in
advance and spaced comfortably throughout

potential customers in advance of your trip.

one day, are more productive than a crowded

Provide ample time for them to be shipped

agenda that forces the business person to rush

to the destination.

from one meeting to the next before business

»» Become familiar with local culture/protocols.

is really concluded. The following travel tips

This is important to ensure that you do not

should be kept in mind:

offend the local community.

»» The travel plans should reflect what the

»» Ensure that your hotel is in the right area –

company hopes to accomplish – give

have the address in local language as well

some thought to the desired outcomes and

as in English. A good idea is to have a map

priorities.

of the hotel’s location (this can be done
through Google Maps).

»» Remember that you will be required to
make notes after meetings, and potentially

»» Learn some key words/greetings.

fulfil actions agreed to in the meeting – all

»» In the current international security climate,

the while dealing with outstanding issues

ensure that passports are current (with at

from Australia. Allow reasonable time

least six months before expiry) and that the

between meetings to complete all that
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needs to be done, and also take into

some countries, duties and extensive customs

consideration time zones, as this will have

procedures on sample products may be

a huge impact if you are visiting the United

avoided by obtaining an ATA (Admission

Kingdom, the European Union, the Middle

Temporaire) Carnet. This is a standardised

East and the Americas.

international customs document used to

»» Keep the schedule flexible enough to allow
for both unexpected problems (such as

obtain duty-free temporary admission of
certain goods into the countries that are
signatories to the ATA Convention. In any

transportation delays) and unexpected

case, appropriate documentation, such as a

opportunities. It is important that you

commercial invoice, should be prepared.

familiarise yourself with destinations and
travel times within a city. Knowing that it

Post-visit actions

takes two hours to get from one meeting

When people return from business travel, they

to another, even though it looks close on

are often so busy catching up on outstanding

a map, is important when you are setting

work that the most important aspect of a

meetings.

market visit is forgotten – follow up.

»» Check the normal workdays and business
hours in the countries to be visited. Be aware

Often after a trip, you will have a pile of notes
and business cards that will require attention.

of public, religious and summer holiday

Ideally, your trip should not be considered

periods, as some markets can come to a

complete until you have satisfactorily dealt

crawl during these times.

with all these outstanding actions. The following
action list may assist in setting your priorities.

»» Check whether the individuals you are
meeting are comfortable speaking English,

»» Review meeting notes and business cards,

and if not, arrange for an interpreter. It is

and list contacts in order of potential

important to remember that you are working
in another culture, and it is necessary to

business.
»» Confirm mutual expectations in writing with

appreciate the export market’s business

everyone you met.

protocols.

»» Make a priority list of information that was

»» Prepare a detailed list of questions before

requested from you, and respond to the

departing, and refer to it during the trip.

enquirer promptly.

»» Be disciplined in note taking both during and
after meetings.

»» Maintain regular follow up, including
religious/holiday greetings.

»» Carry business cards printed in both English

It is important to maintain your connection and

and in the language of the country being

continue to develop your relationship with your

visited.

contact through regular emails, phone calls

»» Business travellers who plan to carry product
samples with them should be aware of

and/or video conference to ensure that your
opportunities are maximised.

import duties that they may be required to
pay, and to ensure that they can provide the
correct documentation to customs. Travellers
should also be aware of any changes to
luggage limits and security arrangements. In
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Ai Group can assist with preparing for a market visit,
or can visit the market on your behalf. We regularly
organise trade missions to key markets, thereby
maximising the impact that your visit will have. For
further assistance, email trade@aigroup.com.au.
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Credit Insurance for export receivables

T

his is a viable and secure alternative for
any exporter and buyer in lieu of dealing
with documentary letters of credit.

Benefits of export credit insurance

1. Preserves profit and strengthens the balance
arrier, Qantassheet

credit limits. Through working closely with an
underwriter and specialist broker, a business
gains the benefits of huge knowledge
databases and can spend less time worrying
about venturing into new markets or territories,
and can be in the know about their buyers.

network into,

4. Increases export profits

ntas Freight

If a business feels safe in the knowledge that
any costs that result from commercial and/or
political risks can be avoided, they can grow in
confidence. Sales and marketing can be more
aggressive through extending higher credit
limits with overseas customers.
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5. Adds security and enhances your borrowing
capacity
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from the risk of bad debts so that a company’s
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More favourable financing can be achieved
by including exporters’ insured overseas
receivables in their borrowing base. Export
credit insurance makes international
receivables more attractive to banks, financiers
and other lenders.
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Participating in foreign
trade shows and exhibitions
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
Trade shows and exhibitions are some of the most effective direct-marketing
methods; however, there are many areas to cover in order to ensure success. Trade
shows can provide a convenient and efficient method of finding out more about
market opportunities, as well as assisting in making valuable business contacts.

N

evertheless, trade shows and exhibitions
can often be costly in both time and
financial resources, and companies

should therefore carefully assess the suitability
of shows, as well as ensuring that the maximum
benefits are derived from participation.

Choosing the right exhibition
While it is true that exhibitions are the most

In evaluating an exhibition, you should obtain
the following information from the organiser:

effective direct-marketing medium, caution

»» previous audience analysis

should still be exercised over the choice of event,

»» copy of show catalogue

as not all exhibitions work, or will work for you.

»» whether there is computerised registration

There are approximately 360 exhibitions taking
place throughout Australia each year, involving
an estimated 10,700 exhibiting companies. The
challenge is to ensure that the right companies

»» how the organiser plans to promote the show
»» how visitors will find your display in the
exhibition

to conduct the selection process, you must

»» whether the visitor database will be available
after the show

establish goals. Possible goals include:

»» references from previous exhibitors

»» generating sales

»» whether the organiser will be conducting
a marketing campaign to your target
audience.

participate in the right exhibitions. In order

»» gathering business contacts for post-show
follow-up
»» identifying agents, distributors et cetera
»» launching a new product
»» enhancing existing customer relationships
»» developing product awareness
»» reaching a new market
»» demonstrating a complex product
»» conducting market research
»» generating media coverage.
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When you book space in an exhibition, you
are not really buying floor space – you are
buying an audience. You must ensure that
you choose to exhibit in a show that attracts
the type of audience that will purchase your
products or services.

The reputation of the exhibition and the
organiser are also key elements in your decision
to exhibit. Find out what others in the industry
think of the event and the organisation.
Ask industry associations whether they are
supporting or participating in the show, and
ask them about the organiser’s reputation; ask
your customers which shows they attend, and
why; and check with industry publications –
are they exhibiting, and is the show growing?
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Austrade may be experienced with the show,
and can often provide invaluable advice and/
or support.

Pre-show administration
Okay, sure you are busy. We know that you
have many competing pressures. There is never
enough time to do everything that you want
to do. But if you do just one thing, read the
exhibitor manual. Why?
»» you will save money
»» you will get you what you need, when you
need it
»» your show experience will be productive
»» you will reach your show objectives.
If you don’t take the time to read the manual,
you:
»» might encounter higher costs
»» might not be able to obtain the services and
supplies that you will need
»» might encounter frustrating delays and
inconvenience.

Pre-show promotion
It really pays to begin selling prior to the show.
You not only promote higher attendance at
the event, but more importantly, you are also
letting your customers and prospects know
where to find you at the show. Here are some
proven techniques to try:
»» let your customers know that you will be at

»» Target customers/prospects on site, and
schedule specific appointment times during
the show.
»» Develop easy ways to qualify new prospects,
such as collecting business cards or
conducting a prize draw.
»» Hand out unusual giveaway items with your
name, phone and fax numbers, and website
address printed on them.
»» Distribute discount coupons valid for a
specified time period after the show.

Post-show follow-up/evaluation

the show, and note the location, dates and

Many companies fail to conduct the

times of the event

appropriate post-show follow-up. They can

»» mail special invitations or show admission
tickets to your customers
»» use email to remind your clients to meet you
at the exhibition
»» schedule advertising to coincide with the
show dates. Find out when and where
advertisements promoting the show will
appear, and buy adjoining advertising space.

On site/showtime
»» Offer price discounts or value-added
promotions.

be inundated with leads, and not have the
necessary classification system to prioritise the
follow-up. Most of the post-show follow-up can
actually be prepared prior to the show.
»» Immediately following the show, contact all
prospects/customers who visited your stand.
»» Analyse coupon redemption patterns and
build a database for the future.
»» Ask for referrals from prospects and
customers.
»» Begin planning for your next show.
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CHOOSING YOUR EXPORT MARKET

Industry bribery
BY LOUISE MCGRATH, THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
In Australia, it is illegal to bribe foreign public officials.

‘B

ribery happens in all overseas markets,
and if you think it doesn’t, you’re just
being naïve.’

many ways to help members to expand
their businesses and grow their competitive
worth internationally. As illustrated by the

This is a common response when we talk to

Transparency International figures, many of

companies about the risk of bribing foreign

the targeted countries are those where bribery

public officials, and it’s a hard point to argue

and/or corruption are a matter for the public

with. Each year, Transparency International
releases a report on the global perceptions of
public sector corruption. Our top four export

offices who are engaged in that country and
participate in the establishment, regulation,
approval or facilitation of those businesses. This

markets’ respective ratings (the lower the

is the case even where there may be official

figure, the worse the perception) – China (3.6),

written laws in that country, condemning the

Japan (8), South Korea (5.4) and India (3.1)

practice, or criminalising it.

– all confirm that many of our exporters are

For Australian businesses engaged in, or

operating in an environment where corruption
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The Australian Industry Group operates in

seeking to become engaged in, commercial

is rife. As a matter of interest, the country with

activities in the global market, there is often

the best score is New Zealand, with 9.5, while

the temptation to participate in the same

Australia is rated 8.8.

corrupt practices as it is perceived that this is
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‘the way business is done’ in that country, and
refusal to participate will disadvantage the
Australian business.
In the early 1990s, the international community
took steps to address the issue of industry
bribery by creating and signing a range
of treaties, international agreements and
conventions. As a result, under both Australian
law and OECD members’ laws, it is a criminal
offence to bribe a foreign public official.

It is a crime to offer a benefit
to a foreign public official
that is not legitimately due
to them, with the intention to
influence them in their official
duties so as to obtain or
retain a business advantage

So, what is the crime?
It is a crime to offer a benefit to a foreign public

»» I didn’t pay cash, so it doesn’t really count

official that is not legitimately due to them,

»» it didn’t occur in Australia

with the intention to influence them in their

»» I didn’t know it was illegal.

official duties so as to obtain or retain a business
advantage.
A benefit is any advantage, and is not
restricted to money or property, but can
be anything of value, whether tangible or
intangible.
The definition of ‘foreign public official’ is very
broad, and includes:
»» an employee/official of a foreign
government
»» a member of the executive, judiciary or
magistracy of a foreign country
»» a person who performs official duties under a
foreign law
»» a member/officer of the legislature of a
foreign country
»» an employee/official of a public international
organisation (such as the United Nations).

Acceptable defences are:
»» the conduct or activity was lawful in the local
country: this means that it has been expressly
incorporated into that country’s written laws
»» the bribe was a small-value facilitation payment,
which under Australian law currently permits a
small-value facilitation payment; however, this is
now under review, and may change.
The ‘lawful small-value facilitation payment’ is
often hard to distinguish from the ‘illegal bribe’.
In this case, you need to use common sense
– where the facilitation payment is routine
and minor, such as the fast lane premium for
processing of documents, urgent dispatch
of perishable goods or allowing port entry
permits, then it is possible that they are merely
facilitation payments.
If the ‘facilitator’ receives any form of legal

Despite being Australian law for more than

document or receipt for the payment, then

a decade, there are many misconceptions

it’s likely (but not necessarily) a facilitation

surrounding what is an allowable defence.

payment for any of these types of services.

Some examples of false defence are:

If the facilitator has to sign a form or notice

»» bribes are the cost of doing business overseas
»» my agent paid the bribe
»» I didn’t win the business anyway

with payment where the local law is clearly
identified as the source or sanction of the
payment, then this may also be of assistance in
determining if it’s a legal payment.
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A common misconception
among Australian businesses
is that by allowing their foreign
agent to pay the bribe, they are
somehow protected, because it
is a third party
If the value of benefits obtained through bribery
cannot be ascertained, then the penalty for a
body corporate is either 100,000 penalty units, or
10 per cent of the ‘annual turnover’ of the body
corporate, depending on the greater amount.
Australian companies and businesses may
also, however, be liable under anti-corruption
laws of third-party countries. For example,
the extended jurisdiction of the United States
Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 includes
businesses that issue registered securities under
Even if the defence is legitimate in Australia,

United States law.

however, you should be aware that the person

This extended jurisdiction has enabled the

making the payment may be breaking the law in

United States to prosecute non–United States

the country in which the trade is occurring.

companies and individuals for actions outside

In February 2010, penalties for bribery

of the United States; for example, a European

offences in the Criminal Code Act 1995 were
increased substantially.

a record A$1.6 billion in the United States for
corrupt activity in Europe. People considering

The maximum penalty for an individual is 10

whether or not a payment to a foreign official

years imprisonment and/or a fine of 10,000
penalty units – that is, $1.1 million. The maximum
penalty for a company can be a fine issued

is lawful must therefore consider a wide range
of potential liability; they may face prosecution
in multiple countries, and should take all

in penalty units, or it can be a proportional

appropriate steps to ensure neither they, nor

penalty, calculated with regard to the value

their employees or agents, engage in bribery.

of benefits obtained from bribery or the annual
turnover of the company.
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mobile phone manufacturer was, in 2008, fined

A common misconception among Australian
businesses is that by allowing their foreign

If the value of benefits obtained through bribery

agent to pay the bribe, they are somehow

can be ascertained, then the penalty is 100,000

protected, because it is a third party. As

penalty units ($11 million) or three times the

you’ll see in these examples of foreign bribery

value of benefits obtained – whichever is the

by Australian companies, nothing could be

greater amount.

further from the truth.
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If you are competing for a tender in an

One of the traps is mismanaging the targets of

overseas country, and you instruct your

local sales staff. By linking staff performance

accountant or agent in the country to offer

and bonuses simply to the achievement of

a payment to the official who can award the

sales, employees can be tempted to take the

contract, you may be charged.

easy way, particularly if they are working in an

Giving expensive gifts to family members of a

environment where corruption is rife.

foreign official can even lead to a conviction.

Inadequate accounting practices can

Purchasing products or services at an inflated

also expose head office to substantial risk.

price, at the suggestion of a foreign official in

Accepting large expenses for marketing

exchange for a government contract, may

or entertainment without appropriate

end in prosecution.

documentation can leave you open to risk.

So, how do you manage the risk?

If you supply products or services to any

It is important to understand that companies

government agency abroad – and it can be

may be liable for the actions of their
employees and agents under Australian law
and foreign laws.
Many large multinational and Australian firms

anything from computers to cleaning services –
you are at particular risk, and should therefore
carefully manage staff, particularly in countries
where there are known corrupt practices.

have recently attracted attention for allegedly
being involved in foreign bribery. Nearly all
have had well-documented corporate policies
prohibiting bribery and procedures relating
to compliance with the statutory authorities;
however, deficient internal controls allowed
employees of companies, and their subsidiaries
and joint ventures, to use local business partners
and agents to offer and pay bribes.

Many large multinational
and Australian firms have
recently attracted attention
for allegedly being involved
in foreign bribery
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offences above) intending to obtain or retain

While most of the OECD members have laws

a business advantage

similar to those of Australia, there are some
additional aspects of the United Kingdom and

»» the organisation cannot show that it had

United States laws that are worth mentioning.

adequate procedures in place to prevent

As mentioned earlier, the United States can

bribes being paid.

prosecute non–United States companies and

This offence is intended to reverse the rules

individuals for actions outside of the United

on corporate attribution in relation to bribery.

States, under United States law. This is to

Under the old law (and under the new general

protect the interests of any United States firms

offences), a company was likely to be guilty of a

competing in the same markets.

bribery offence only if very senior management

The United Kingdom recently amended its

were involved. Under this corporate criminal

bribery legislation to include a new offence,

offence, the company may be guilty even if

which can be committed only by commercial

no-one within the company knew of the bribery.

organisations (companies and partnerships). It

The company’s defence is limited to showing

will be committed where:

that it had ‘adequate procedures’ to prevent
bribery. That effectively creates a burden on

»» a person associated with a relevant

corporations to ensure that their anti-corruption

commercial organisation (which includes

procedures are sufficiently robust in order to stop

not only employees, but also agents and
external third parties) bribes another person
(i.e. commits one of the aforementioned

any employees, agents or other third parties
that may be acting on the corporation’s behalf
from committing bribery.
As I said at the start, I can’t dispute that bribery

I can’t dispute that bribery of
foreign public officials goes
on, nor can I argue that not
paying bribes won’t cause
you to lose business on
occasion
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of foreign public officials goes on, nor can I
argue that not paying bribes won’t cause you
to lose business on occasion; however, I can ask
you to consider this: if engaging with a particular
customer or chasing a certain sale requires
you to put your company’s and employees’
reputation in doubt, risk jail time for your
directors and employees, and face substantial
fines, then is that sale really worth it?
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What is a Certificate of
Origin?

BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP – BUSINESS AND INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY SERVICES
A Certificate of Origin (CoO) is a document that identifies goods, including the
place of production or manufacture of goods, and is required by two different
stakeholders in the international trade chain when exporting to specific countries:
customs agencies in order to facilitate customs clearance, and the banking system
when it’s stipulated in a letter of credit. The needs of both systems can vary
depending on the product, the destination country and the method of payment.

T

he CoO supports the claim that the
goods are eligible for preferential tariff
treatment when the import declaration

is made under Australia’s existing free trade
agreements (FTAs) that provide Australian
businesses with more open access to the
markets of the FTAs between a number of

of 1924. The Australian Industry Group has the
authority to issue CoOs, both preferential and

World Trade Organization

non-preferential.

www.wto.org

Here are procedures to be followed when you
obtain a CoO:
»» Manufacturer or exporter needs to register
with an issuing body to obtain a CoO,

countries, as follows:

supplying a list of signatories authorised

»» ASEAN-Australia-New Zealand FTA (AANZFTA)

to sign the CoO on behalf of them.

»» Australia-Chile FTA

Manufacturer or exporter may be requested

»» Australia-New Zealand Closer Economic

to provide supporting evidence of originating

Relations

claim; for example, copies of invoice, a bill of
lading or a statutory declaration.

»» Australia-United States FTA
»» Malaysia-Australia FTA (MAFTA)

»» Once the issuing body has conducted an
examination on goods and registered a

»» Singapore-Australia FTA (SAFTA)

company, the company can submit a CoO

»» Thailand-Australia FTA (TAFTA)

form. All the export documents must be

»» Korea-Australia FTA (KAFTA)

typed and signed by the company prior to

»» Japan-Australia Economic Partnership
Agreement (JAEPA)

them being authenticated.
»» Manufacturer or exporter sends a hard

»» China-Australia FTA (CHAFTA) (signed).

copy of the CoO to importer or bank where

A Non-Preferential CoO can be used for any

required.

other countries where a specific format under

»» The importer sends the CoO to customs

FTAs is not in use.

authorities in an importing country in order

The Australian Industry Group is approved

to claim preferential tariff treatment for the

and designated as an issuing authority by

goods.

the Government of the Commonwealth of
Australia under the International Convention
Relating to Simplification of Customs formalities

For more information on Certificates of Origin and
other export documentation, please visit www.
aigroup.com.au or email tradedocs@aigroup.com.au.
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Free trade agreements
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP
What are free trade agreements?

F

Figure 1

ree trade agreements (FTAs) are business
agreements negotiated between
governments. They are meant to provide

businesses within the relevant countries with
benefits not available to businesses outside of
the agreement.

These benefits can include:
» lower duty rates on imports
» increased access to government contracts
» additional visas, or visas with better
conditions
» increased protection for investors
» agreements on standards
» ability to deliver services from within and
outside of the market
» improved access for ecommerce.
In negotiating these benefits for their own
population, governments then spend a lot of
time negotiating the rules that companies must
meet to qualify for those benefits. For example,
simply shipping goods from a country doesn’t
necessarily mean that the goods were made
in that country, and therefore shouldn’t benefit
from lower duty rates, which leads to the first tip

Where can Australian companies export
products to with the benefit of an FTA?
The Australian Government has negotiated
agreements with most of our major trading
partners, and is currently negotiating
agreements with the rest. Figure 1 maps out
the agreements that Australia has negotiated
as of 2016, as well as two that are yet to be
finalised. One thing that you might immediately
notice is that some countries appear to have
multiple agreements with Australia. Those with
a logical mind might assume that subsequent
agreements would cancel out older
agreements. I’m afraid to say that they don’t,
which leads to the next tip.

on using FTAs.

TIP 2

TIP 1

FTAs don’t automatically apply. Exporters
and importers need to opt in and provide
the necessary evidence to access the
benefits available to them.

Companies need to compare the FTAs
that might apply to their target market,
and choose the one that provides
the best benefit to their product and
supports their strategic goals.

AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP METROPOLITAN OFFICES
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What are you comparing across
agreements?

these rules, however, the rules use Harmonized

There are two things that goods exporters need

are allocated to all products in the world, and

to check when deciding which FTA to use:
»» the Rule of Origin that the product needs to
meet in order to qualify as Australian
»» the duty rate reduction.

What are the Rules of Origin?
There are a number of ways that a product
can be considered as Australian under an FTA.
In each FTA, there is a large document that lists

Free Trade Agreements

System Tariff codes. These are the codes that
are used by all customs authorities. For an

example of how this works, look at Figfure 2,
which depicts the manufacture of vacuum
cleaners
inby
Malaysia,
how they
useof
and are used
all customsand
authorities.
For ancan
example
how this works,
look at the
the manufacture
imported
product,
butdiagram
still beofconsidered
asof
vacuum cleaners
in Malaysia,
and how they can use imported
Malaysian
under
the ASEAN-Australia-New
product, but still be considered as Malaysian under the
Australia NZ ASEAN Free Trade Agreement (AANZFTA)

Zealand Free Trade Agreement (AANZFTA).
Figure
2: Application
Application
CTC
Figure 2:
ofof
CTC

that the product did not qualify for AANZFTA an
treated by Australian Customs like any non-FTA
is the trap of the rules. Companies need to che
supply chain arrangements can meet the rule fo
product. If this was the case for the Malaysian e
he may be lucky and have another rule that he
Regional Value Content Rule

products according to their Harmonized System

Regional Value content (RVC) is usually calcu

code. Against each code is a Rule of Origin

build-down or indirect method:

that a product must meet to be considered
eligible for FTA benefits. There are three basic
rules that are used across all agreements:
»» Wholly obtained rule: Products classified as
wholly obtained are usually those goods
that are grown, fished, mined or produced
entirely in the country from goods wholly
obtained. Purchasing all of your materials

is to meet a product-specific rule. Product-

The Malaysian manufacturer has converted products with the
codes 8482 from Germany, 7320 from China and 8412 from
JapanMalaysian
into a new product,
8508, also known
as a vacuum
The
manufacturer
has converted
cleaner. However, if the rule stated that the vacuum cleaner,
products with the codes 8482 from Germany,
8508, can be made from any code except products whose
7320
fromwith
China
and 8412
Japan
into
a
code starts
the number
84, egfrom
the ball
bearings
(8481
from Germany)
and
motors
(8412
from Japan),
would mean
new
product,
8508,
also
known
as a vacuum

specific rules are based on the Change of

cleaner; however, if the rule stated that the

Tariff Classification method of determining

vacuum cleaner, 8508, can be made from any

origin, where the rules require a substantial

code except products whose code starts with

transformation to any imported goods.

the number 84 –the ball bearings (8481 from

in Australia does not necessarily count as
wholly obtained.
»» Product-specific rules: The second, and most
common, way to be considered Australian

To use a very simple example, if you import
honey into Australia in bulk and bottle it into
novelty jars and re-export, it is still honey – you
haven’t substantially changed the nature of
the product; however, if you import honey,
oats, cinnamon and flour, and bake biscuits
for export, you have substantially changed the
nature of the goods and they can be treated
as Australian.
Rather than name products or ingredients in

TIP 3

Get to know your supply chain so you can be
confident that you meet the rule. Giving false
evidence to customs authorities for a duty
concession is illegal, even if it isn’t
3 does not
intentional. BuyingTIP
in Australia
Get
to know
supply chain
so you can be
mean
that it your
is an Australian
product.

Germany) and motors (8412 from Japan) – this

This means that you take your export price, wh
costs and profit, deduct the value of the import
originating materials), divide by the export pric
by 100% to reach a regional value content. The
meet depends on the individual rule, it varies fr
40%. In the vacuum cleaner example, if the ba
came from Thailand, which is a member of ASE
Germany, then it would not have counted as an
origin is from within the AANZFTA zone.

HOW DO I FIND OUT WHAT MY HS

If you don’t already have a Customs Broker to h
can contact Australian Customs for advice on th
your product, please email tariffclassification@
or phone 1800 053 016.

I HAVE MY HS CODE, WORKED OU
AGREEMENT SUITS ME AND THAT I
RULE, IS THAT IT?

No, now you need to prove it. Each agreement
requirements for what documents must be pro
border to prove claims for preferential duty rat

confident that you meet the rule. Giving false
evidence to customs authorities for a duty
concession is illegal, even if it isn’t
intentional. Buying in Australia does not
mean that it is an Australian product.
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e Trade Agreements

all customs authorities. For an example of
ook at the diagram of the manufacture of
in Malaysia, and how they can use imported
be considered as Malaysian under the
AN Free Trade Agreement (AANZFTA)

would mean that the product did not qualify
for AANZFTA and would therefore be treated
by Australian customs like any non-FTA product.
This is the trap of the rules. Companies need
that
the product
not qualify
AANZFTA
and would be
to check
thatdid
their
supplyfor
chain
arrangements
treated
by Australian
Customs
like product.
any non-FTA
can meet
the rule
for their
If product.
this wasThis
is the trap of the rules. Companies need to check that their
the case for the Malaysian exporter, then they
supply chain arrangements can meet the rule for their
The be
Australian
Industry
• May
2016
may
lucky and
haveGroup
another
rule
that they
product. If this was the case for the Malaysian exporter, then
can
meeting.
he may be lucky and have another rule that he can meeting.

multiply by 100 per cent to reach a regional
value content. The threshold to meet depends
on the individual rule, and varies from 35
per cent to 40 per cent. In the vacuum
cleaner example, if the ball bearings came
from Thailand, which is a member of ASEAN,
instead of Germany, then it would not have
counted as an import, because its origin is
from within the AANZFTA zone.

Regional
Value
Content
Rule
Regional
Value
Content
Rule

How do I find out what my HS code is?

Regional
Value
Content
(RVC)
usually using the
Regional
Value
content
(RVC) is
usuallyis calculated

If you don’t already have a customs broker to
help you, you can contact Australian customs
for advice on the HS code for your product –
please email tariffclassification@border.gov.au
or phone 1800 053 016.

Free Trade
Agreements

tion of CTC

calculated
by using
the build-down or indirect
build-down
or indirect
method:
method:

I have my HS code, worked out which

This means that you take your export price, which includes all
agreement suits me, and that I meet the rule
costs and profit, deduct theThe
value
of the
imports
Australian
Industry
Group(non• May 2016
– is that it?
originating materials), divide by the export price and multiply
This
means
that
you take
export
price, to
by
100%
to reach
a regional
valueyour
content.
The threshold
No, now you need to prove it. Each agreement
meet
depends
on theall
individual
rule, profit,
it varies deduct
from 35% to
which
includes
costs
and
has different negotiated
requirements for
what documents
Free40%.
trade
agreements
(FTAs)
are business agreements
between
In the vacuum
example,
if the ball bearings
the value
of thecleaner
imports
(non-originating
must
be
produced
at
the
border
governments.
They
are
provide
came from Thailand,
which
is a meant
member of to
ASEAN,
instead ofbusinesses within the relevant to prove
materials), divide by the export price and
claims for preferential duty rates.
Germany,with
then it benefits
would not have
counted
as an import
its
countries
not
available
to asbusinesses
outside the agreement.
origin is from within the AANZFTA zone.

What are Free Trade Agreements?

anufacturer has converted products with the
Germany, 7320 from China and 8412 from
product, 8508, also known as a vacuum
r, if the rule stated that the vacuum cleaner,
de from any code except products whose
he number 84, eg the ball bearings (8481
nd motors (8412 from Japan),
would mean
AGREEMENT

Free Trade Agreements

I think I understand, but need someone to talk to…

For more information, or help with any questions you
HOW
DO I CAN
FIND INCLUDE:
OUT WHAT MY HS CODE IS?necessarily
mean that the goods were made in that country
THESE
BENEFITS

USA Australia FTA

3

Thailand Australia FTA

*

Singapore Australia FTA

*

your supply chain so you can be
at you meet theMalaysia
rule. Australia
GivingFTAfalse
customs authorities
for a duty
Asean Australia NZ FTA
s illegal, even if it isn’t
Japan Comprehensive
Buying in Australia
does not
Economic Partnership
is an Australian product.
Korea Australia FTA

*
*
*

Chile Australia FTA
China Australia FTA
Australia NZ Closer Economic
Agreement








might have, please contact our TradeDocs team at Ai

3RD PARTY ISSUER
EXPORTER SELF-ISSUE
IfAiyou
don’t
have a Customs
(EG
GROUP)
USING SET FORM
Lower
duty
ratesalready
on imports

EXPORTER SELF-ISSUE
shouldn’t benefit from lower duty rates, which leads
Group:
Broker
to help you, you and so
NO SET FORM
first tipEunsil
on using
FTAs: 03 9867 0132, or Louise McGrath
can contact
Customs
for advice on the HS code for to the
Phone:
Hwang
Increased
accessAustralian
to government
contracts
*
03 9867 0158
your
product,
please
email
tariffclassification@border.gov.au
Additional visas or visas with better conditions
Email: tradedocs@aigroup.com.au
or phone
1800 053
Increased
protection
for016.
investors

Agreements on standards
*HS CODE,
I HAVE
MYservices
WORKED
Ability
to deliver
from within
and outsideOUT
the WHICH
market
AGREEMENT
SUITS ME AND THAT I MEET THE
*
 Improved
for e-commerce
RULE,access
IS THAT
IT?
In negotiating these benefits for their own population,
No, now you need to prove it. Each agreement has different
governments then spend a lot of time negotiating the rules
requirements for what documents must be produced at the
*
that companies must meet
to qualify for those benefits. For
border to prove claims for preferential duty rates.
example, simply shipping goods from a country doesn’t
*

This activity received funding from Austrade as part
of the Free Trade Agreement Training Provider Grant
Program.

TIP 1

FTAs
don’t
automatically
Exporters
The
views
expressed
hereinapply.
are not
necessarily the
and Importers
need to opt in
provide
views
of the Commonwealth
of and
Australia,
and the
Commonwealth
does notto
accept
for any
the necessary evidence
accessresponsibility
the
information or advice contained herein.
benefits available to them.

T: 1300 55 66 77

W: aigroup.com.au
E: info@airoup.com.au

*
*
*

I think I understand, but need someone to talk to…
For more information, or help with any questions you might have, please contact our TradeDocs team at Ai Group:
Eunsil Hwang 03 9867 0132 Or Louise McGrath 03 9867 0158
Email tradedocs@aigroup.com.au
This Activity received funding from Austrade as part of the Free Trade Agreement Training Provider Grant Program.
The views expressed herein are not necessarily the views of the Commonwealth of Australia, and the Commonwealth does
not accept responsibility for any information or advice contained herein.
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New Australian Transport Standards for
Freight Labelling and EDI

“The labelling and EDI initiative
provides an innovative and
effective integration road-map

Australian Transport
Standards for Freight
Labelling and EDI provide
greater efficiency across
freight supply chains.
Goods can be universally
identified and tracked at
every point, from origin
to destination, enabling
businesses to:
• Relabel freight as it travels
across a multi-leg transport
journey
• Improve interoperability
and visibility across multiple
transport carriers with a
common tracking identifier
• Increase productivity by
reducing truck turnaround
times

The GS1 standard freight
label will deliver a wide range
of benefits including a road
map for Australian transport
companies to move from
current manual processes to
full automation.

for the Australian Transport
and Logistics Industry, now
and into the future.”
David McNeil

Chair of the ALC Supply Chain Standards
Work Group and eCommerce Manager
OneSteel

Download
Access the Australian
Transport Standards here:
www.gs1au.org/transportstandards-2016/

Contact
Bonnie Ryan
Industry Manager
Trade and Transport
E bonnie.ryan@gs1au.org
T +61 3 8581 5904

CONNECT WITH US

INDUSTRIAL PARK

PORT KEMBLA

A “Something for Everyone” Opportunity
•
•
•
•
•

Hardstand / Warehousing / Logistics & Engineering
Level hardstand areas: 4,000m2 - 50,000m2 from $20/m2 pa gross + GST
Various sheds 920m2 - 9,500m2 + offices from $58.50/m2 pa gross + GST
Substantial Power + Weighbridge + B Double Truck Access
Flexible & proactive landlord. Will also “build to suit”.

Michael Croghan | 0418 217 564
michael.croghan@mmj.com.au
www.portkemblaindustrial.com.au

*All figures quotes are approximate only
The333525A_MMJ
AustralianWollongong
Industry IGroup
Exporters
Guide 2016–2017
2263.indd
1

3/08/2016 11:41 AM
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Orion Shipping expands
Global expertise with a local focus on clever solutions and cost savings for clients

I

nnovative freight forwarder Orion Shipping is
drawing on its success in the Middle East to
develop solutions for clients in the Asia-Pacific

Orion Shipping

opportunities for Australian companies to
reduce transportation costs by using sea rather

The Melbourne-based Orion is expanding

than road freight for parts of the journey.

quickly in this market. Founded in mid 2014,

An ability to find the most cost-effective

Orion expects to announce several large

solutions from suppliers is another Orion

shipping contracts this year, and has also

strength. ‘We have very well established

opened a Perth office.

relationships with global shipping and air

‘We have had significant interest in our service

freight forwarders worldwide, and we use
those relationships to get the best possible deal
and the fastest-possible turnaround in quotes.

Mohammad Sinaei. ‘Our global shipping

Managing Director,

flexibility.’ Sinaei believes that there are many

region and build a global logistics network.

in Australia,’ says Orion Managing Director

Mohammad Sinaei,

without sacrificing any speed or transport

Clients are very happy with our rates, and

experience and networks are helping us

recognise Orion’s capacity to deliver reliable

develop unique transport solutions and

savings that go straight to their bottom line.’

generate significant cost savings for clients.’

Extensive logistics service

Sinaei has a strong background in freight
forwarding. He founded one of Iran’s most

Orion Shipping offers a comprehensive range

successful boutique shipping agencies in 2006,

of shipping services for full container load (FCL)

and expanded it to 24 staff and associated

and less than container load (LCL) in the Asia-

offices in Dubai, India and China. He also owns

Pacific and Middle East. ‘We handle almost any

a container fleet that is used in the Middle East

freight size,’ says Sinaei. ‘Our priority is delivering

and parts of Asia.

sea cargo safely, on time and budget.’

Sinaei wants to replicate his successful Middle

Orion specialises in ship chartering of bulk and
tanker vessels, ship and cargo inspections,

East logistics model in the Asia-Pacific. ‘Our
strategy is to build a big presence on this side of
the Pacific,’ he says. ‘Using Australia as our hub
for the region, we intend to target South-East

vessel draft surveys, bunker surveys for different
vessels, manning and management of
vessels, non-vessel operating common carrier
(NVOCC) services, container damage surveys,

Asia, China and the United States.’

storage and warehousing, and customs and

The strategy is working. Orion has made

quarantine clearances.

significant early inroads into the highly

‘Orion understands the complexities of shipping

competitive Australian freight forwarding
market. The business has attracted several large

goods domestically and internationally,’ says

clients in less than 18 months, and is in the final
stages of contract negotiations with others.
Sinaei credits Orion’s ability to identify cost
savings as the main reason for the interest. ‘We
had a client, for example, that had always
used road transport and never considered
sea. We developed an excellent shipping
solution that will potentially save tens of

Our vision is to become a
truly international logistics
company and create even
stronger solutions for clients

thousands of dollars in freight forwarding costs,
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Sinaei. ‘We know what it takes to expedite the
process to save clients time and money, with
maximum ethics and transparency in the entire
freight forwarding process.’
Orion captures all of the events in the supplychain process through advanced track-andtrace technology that is available in one
platform, and gives clients 24-hour, real-time
visibility of their freight. An accounting module
linked to the forwarding platform enhances
the transparency and visibility of invoices,
statements and warehouse inventory balances.
‘Orion prides itself on state-of-the-art
technology,’ says Sinaei. ‘Our systems allow
us to expedite order processing for clients to
ensure on-time deliveries. Clients can pay
online and we reduce work for them because
shipping data is captured and uploaded to
our web-tracking module, and all key shipping
milestones are tracked. It’s a seamless,
automated service.’
Orion Shipping operates as a NVOCC as well
as a traditional sea freight forwarder using the
FIATA Bill of Lading. ‘This gives us the flexibility
to respond effectively to a client’s specific sea
freight schedule requirements, and retains their
confidentiality,’ says Sinaei.
Orion also provides air cargo services. They
include door-to-door and airport-to-airport
delivery, domestic and international deliveries,
and urgent international air cargo deliveries.
Orion has a global network of air cargo
partners and, as with its shipping services, offers
full track-and-trace technology in one platform
for clients.
‘Our air freight platform consistently delivers
optimal, cost-effective and reliable solutions for
clients,’ says Sinaei. ‘We offer very competitive
prices, first-class service and maximum visibility.
Using our platform, clients have full view of
estimated cargo delivery times.’

Global, multi-modal solutions
The combination of Orion’s international
networks and its shipping and air cargo
expertise provides a unique point of difference
for clients. Sinaei says: ‘From Australia to the
Pacific rim, Asia, Europe, United States and
the Far East, Orion Shipping provides creative
solutions using a combination of transport nodes

Our systems allow us to
expedite order processing
for clients to ensure ontime deliveries. Clients can
pay online and we reduce
work for them because
shipping data is captured
and uploaded to our webtracking module, and all
key shipping milestones
are tracked. It’s a seamless,
automated service
across sea, air and land. Everything we do is
about helping clients save money and get the
best possible logistics result.’
Sinaei has big plans for Orion Shipping in
Australia. ‘We intend to build a strong presence
in the Asia-Pacific and link it with our offshore
networks. Our vision is to become a truly
international logistics company and create
even stronger solutions for clients. Australia is the
first part of our strategy to extend Orion Shipping
beyond the Middle East.’
Orion has had an excellent response in
Australia since its launch, says Sinaei. ‘Clients
effectively get the best of both worlds: a new
freight forwarding company in this market
that is eager to win contracts and work hard
for clients, but with the management depth
and global expertise of a long-established,
successful offshore logistics supplier.’
Sinaei says that Australia is a natural
extension for Orion’s global operations.
‘There are so many trade opportunities
between Australia and Asia; Orion Shipping
is determined to be part of this growth by
building a successful, sustainable business in
this region and long-term partnerships with
our growing customer base.’
To learn more about Orion Shipping, visit
www.orionshipping.com.au.
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If you think any fool can
stuff a container, think again!
BY RUSSELL BURKE
This phrase is the title of an excellent and valuable short film produced by the
marine mutual insurer, the UK P&I Club in London. The film logically depicts and
describes the correct processes that traders should follow when arranging for
the receipt, stowing, sealing and dispatch of containers.

T

he UK P&I Club states in the opening of
its film that as many as one in every six
container journeys results in damage to

avoid damages and loss, we have been using
the film in our Ai Group lectures on international

cargo, and that the annual costs associated

logistics for the last 12 years. There is no better

with this damage add up to more than

name for this article on container stowage than

$5 billion. It also states that inadequate

the title of the UK P&I Club’s film.

packing and stowage causes many of the

Make a packing plan and choose the right
container for the job

losses and damages. It is emphasised that
despite their reassuring appearance, steel

66

In our continuing efforts to help shippers to

containers can easily become a sauna, a

Depending on the kind of cargo, the transit

steam bath, a refrigerator or a rubbish bin if

route and the ultimate destination of the

the right type of container for the cargo and

container, a shipper may require a particular

the voyage is not properly considered, and/

kind of specialised container, or may need a

or if you fail to stow, secure, seal and ventilate

general-purpose dry container in either a 20-

the unit in the proper way.

foot or 40-foot length.
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If necessary, make a packing plan, taking into

consult with a shipping line or forwarder as to

account the sizes, weights and kind of goods

what is available and suitable for your purpose.

that will be loaded, and look at this in relation

Remember that many lawsuits have arisen

to the internal dimensions, payload limit,

because of damage caused to containers

lashing points and other relevant aspects of the

and cargo by poor packing and inappropriate

containers available for your job.

choices of container type.

The following is a list of some of the kinds of

Check with your customer

containers – most available in either a 20-foot

Before embarking upon the stowage of cargo

or 40-foot length – that are in use by shipping
lines in the Australian trades:
»» Dry, general-purpose steel containers in 20-

into a container, make sure that your overseas
customer can accept and unload the
container without any undue or unexpected

foot and 40-foot lengths (45-foot boxes are

delay or cost arising.

not used by shipping lines in the Australian

The payload weight limit of the container
and weight limits for land transport in
Australia and overseas

trades at this point in time). Container
external heights range from eight feet to nine
feet six inches.
»» Tank containers (Tank-Tainer) for carrying liquids.
»» Open-top containers with walls and doors,

As well as choosing the right kind of container
for the cargo and the journey, it is also
incumbent upon the shipper to ensure that

and a removal tarpaulin roof – for crane

the weight limitations of the box, and the legal

access – for heavy or long cargo that cannot

weight limits of trucks for land transport, are not

be loaded using forklift trucks.

exceeded. Failing to check this most vital issue

»» Collapsible flat-rack containers that can be
‘nested’ when returned empty.
»» Flat-rack container (with fixed corner posts
and removable side gates).
»» Bolsters (flat beds with no ends or sides).
»» Half-height containers.

could result in serious accidents and criminal
culpability. Many countries have strict limits
placed upon the weights of trucks on their
roads, and in some cases are considerably
lower than Australian legal limits. We know of
one case where an Australian exporter loaded
75 tonnes of cargo into a 40-foot container, and

»» Insulated containers.

caused major damage to lifting equipment

»» Refrigerated containers with integral

at the wharf terminal when a mobile lifting

refrigeration units.

machine attempted to remove it from a train.

It is important to choose the right container

The UK P&I Club makes the profound point that

for the journey and kind of cargo being

a voyage across the seas can involve massive

transported. Such issues as internal height

waves, and the consequent rolling, pitching and

clearance, strength of lashing lugs along the

yawing of the ship and its cargo can result in a

container walls, ventilation or refrigeration

‘white knuckle’ ride for the cargo. Add to that

needs, floor strength, cleanliness, and how

the fact that temperatures can soar to above

to prevent damage to cargo and container

50 degrees Celsius inside a box, and you have

alike are significant considerations. If in doubt

a case for their statement: ‘If you think any fool

about what the right kind of container is,

can stuff a container, then think again!’
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The following is a comprehensive (but not

These need to be sufficient in terms of

exhaustive) checklist of considerations and

quantity and strength for particular kinds

processes that should be followed when

of cargo.

requesting, receiving, stowing, sealing and

›› Check the payload limit of the container

dispatching containers.

– the load should not exceed the weight

Container stowing basics

limitations of the container or of the
packages in which goods are packed.

Pre-stowing checks of the container

»» And, importantly – it is not wise to leave

»» Upon receiving an empty container for
packing/stowing, conduct at least the

the container loading until the ‘last day’

following checks upon the container:

before loading onto the vessel or other

›› Is the container seaworthy? Conduct the
right checks and inspections!

that you could receive an unacceptable
container, and if you have left it to the ‘last

›› Do a ‘light’ test for holes and bad seals

minute’, you could find yourself in a very

by stepping inside the empty box and

bad situation. This is especially important

closing the doors – any holes or bad
seals will allow light to penetrate, and will
therefore reveal the location of the faults.
›› Is the container straight and square, and

for shippers that are remotely situated from
the depots where empty containers are
held, and also for shippers that must comply
with precise delivery dates under their sales

are the walls, floor and ceiling in good

contract or letter of credit.

condition?

Stowing the cargo in the container

›› All containers received for packing should
be inspected and a ‘container condition
report’ completed. Where containers

Load distribution, placement and centre of
gravity
»» The cargo load should be as evenly

show signs of damage, rust, or other
deterioration, it is wise to photograph the
box upon arrival. These two measures
will protect the shipper against any false
claims that they damaged the container.

distributed as is practicable, both laterally
and longitudinally, to avoid tilting.
»» Heavy goods should be stowed under
lightweight goods – a high centre of gravity
can be very dangerous.

›› Is the container clean?

»» Liquids should be stowed under dry goods.

›› Are there any residues, liquid, powder
or soils in the container? Be careful –

Bracing, cushioning and prevention of

residues could be hazardous. Make sure

chafing, scratching or other damage to the

that breathing masks, safety goggles and

cargo and container

gloves are available for such possibilities.

»» The cargo load should be properly cushioned,

›› If you have ordered a ‘food’ or ‘medical’

braced and secured, with no void spaces

grade container, is that what you have

that allow it to move and be damaged, or

recieved?

cause damage to other goods.

›› Does the container have appropriate
‘lashing’ points along the container?

68

conveyance. Why? Because it is possible

»» Take action to prevent chafing, scratching
or other disfigurement of the cargo.
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»» Designing package sizes to fit onto pallets

Prevention of sweating and condensation

with a small indent between the edge of the

problems

pallet and the vertical wall of the packages

»» Where necessary, act to prevent sweating

will provide a useful way of preventing
chafing of the load.
»» Some useful tools for these purposes are
‘airbags’, slip-sheets between layers and
between rows and ranks, shoring beams,
and other devices that can maintain
separation and remove all void spaces that
would allow shifting of the load.
»» Webbing straps with ratchets fitted are very
useful for securing loads, but be aware of
their breaking strength capacity.
»» Try to avoid hammering nails through the
floors of containers.

by proper ventilation of cargo.
»» Containers have vents – taping over these
vent holes may cause problems by trapping
moisture inside the container.
»» Use dry shoring and dry pallets.
»» Be careful of containers that have been
recently washed – the container floor may
contain a substantial amount of water.
»» Use desiccants to absorb moisture en route.
There are several ways of doing this: many
products are designed to sit ‘flush’ inside
the recesses of container walls. Shippers
can construct their own absorbers by using

Cross contamination and incompatible cargo

vermiculite or other inert moisture-absorbing

»» Do not place incompatible or potentially

materials, properly contained to prevent

contaminant goods near other goods,
or in a place that would result in cross
contamination or a hazardous situation.
»» Do not load heavy goods on top of
lightweight or crushable goods.
Safety concerns regarding cargo stowed near
the doors
»» When loading containers, ensure that cargo
near the doors is properly secured so that no
accidents can occur when the container
doors are opened at destination.
Safety concerns related to powders, liquids and
other possible hazards
»» Do not allow any packages that may leak
or spill their contents to be loaded into a
container. This is especially important when
loading powders or liquids that could cause

spillage during transit.
»» If moisture is an issue, then consider not
only the desiccants, but also the use of
container-lining materials that can cause
any condensation on the ceiling to flow
down to the walls and into the desiccant,
rather than drip from the container roof and
onto the cargo.
»» If loading containers on rainy days or in
otherwise humid conditions, take into
account the amount of moisture that could
be present in:
›› the ambient air
›› any wooden packing, shoring or pallets
›› the container floor
›› the cargo itself.
»» Recognise that containers will be exposed

contamination of the entire load, and could

to the sun and can become very hot inside.

produce a serious hazard en route, or for

This, in the presence of moisture, can cause

those persons receiving the container.

the container to effectively become a steam
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room during transit. Therefore, the use of

»» Ensure that the container’s doors are
properly secured, and that the seal is

desiccants and container ceiling liners may

properly fitted before dispatch.

be imperative.

Sealing, documenting and dispatching the
container

Arrival of the container at the destination –
issues of concern

Seals and security

Safety issues for persons receiving and

»» Use bolt seals instead of flimsy seals made of

unpacking the container
»» Safety glasses to prevent eye damage must

of plastic or metal strips.
»» Make sure that seals are handled carefully,
and that seal numbers and colours are
properly recorded on shipping documents.

cutting tool or angle-grinder to remove a
bolt seal. Gloves should also be worn.
»» Restraining straps should be placed across

»» Do not allow seals to be affixed to
containers by persons whose trustworthiness
is unknown.

the container doors to prevent any cargo
packed near the doors from falling onto the
person who opens the container doors.

»» Check shipping documents to ensure that

»» Gas masks should be at hand to prevent

the recorded seal number is the same as

breathing any fumigant or other hazardous

the one affixed by the shipper.

chemicals upon the opening of the

Provision of packing lists and fumigation

container.

certificates

»» The potential safety problems related to

»» It is a good idea to affix any fumigation or

fumigant gases, such as methyl bromide

other treatment certificates to the outside

and sulphuryl fluoride, are great indeed,

of the container doors in a sealed plastic

and one should be careful of bringing

pouch. This will alert the receiving parties

containers in to a closed warehouse

and/or any authorities that may wish to
examine the cargo to the possible presence
of hazardous gas or other chemicals.

for unpacking. It is common to find that
containers that have been fumigated have
not been properly vented prior to shipment,

»» It is also a good idea to affix a container

and this means that whoever receives and

packing list to the inside of the container

opens the container may be faced with the

door.

presence of large amounts of the fumigant
gas.

Dispatching the container from the packing
premises

Damage to, or loss of, cargo discovered upon

»» Do not allow your container to be carried

opening/unpacking the container

on a vehicle that is obviously unroadworthy
– it could result in criminal damages.

»» It is of the utmost importance to follow
proper practice in situations where damage
or other loss is discovered upon opening or

»» Ensure that the trailer on which your box

unpacking a container.

is carried is fitted with proper twist locks to
secure the box, and that the twist locks are
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be worn by the person who uses a bolt-

»» Cameras should always be available to

in working order and are properly engaged

photograph the stow, the damaged cargo

before leaving your premises.

or other evidence.
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»» The insurance policy or certificate should

For a freight forwarder or other party

also be readily available, and its list of rules

that packs goods on behalf of others, it

and obligations upon the insured must be

is imperative that they understand the

adhered to precisely.

consequences of packing cargo into ‘unfit’

»» Carriers and other parties upon whom you,
or your insurers, may have a claim should be
notified immediately.
»» If the goods are imported from overseas, there
may be duty and GST/VAT refunds involved.
Therefore, it may be necessary to notify the
customs service of the damage or loss.

Other issues of significance in relation to
containers and stowage
Due diligence
The nullification of claiming rights against
insurers and shipping lines

containers. Where a ‘third party’ is doing the
work of loading containers, they could find
themselves being sued by their customers, or
their customer’s insurers, for having loaded
goods into a faulty container.
Being sued by a shipping line for container
damage
As mentioned earlier in the article, when
completing ‘pre-stowing’ checks on the
container, it is very wise to complete a
‘container condition report’ for every box
received for packing. Where the box shows
evidence of damage or deterioration, it is even

If a shipper packs goods into a container that is

wiser to take photographs of the container.

not seaworthy, or is otherwise unfit to carry the

Trucking companies may cause damage in

goods, it is most likely that any claim for damage
or loss that results from such unfitness for carriage
will be voided. This is a condition of every marine
and transit insurance policy for cargo.

transit, the depot operator who has supplied
the empty box may cause damage, or the
depot operator may have failed to record
damage caused by previous users. The

Likewise, the terms of carriage under a bill

unwary shipper or container packer, who has

of lading will have similar provisions, thereby

no procedure for recording the condition of

making it essential that every shipper conducts

containers upon receipt and dispatch, is a

a ‘due diligence’ check on containers to be

person who is at risk of being wrongly sued for

packed with cargo.

damage to containers.
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Summary
While this article provides coverage of most
aspects of container stowage and related
issues, it is certainly not exhaustive, and does
not canvass the special cases of the stowage
of dangerous goods, refrigerated cargo, or the
stowage of bulk materials in liner bags for use in
general containers, or the use of tank containers.
Information on those subjects, and detailed
instruction on every aspect of container
packing, is now available on the internet. A
remarkable work, The Container Handbook,
can be freely downloaded (in English) from the
website of The German Insurance Association
(GDV) at www.containerhandbuch.de.
The Transport Information Service (TIS) from
GDV provides specialist information from
German marine underwriters on various
Requests for food- and medical-grade boxes to
be in written form
Again, it is wise to make only ‘written’ requests
when you need a clean food- or medical-

cargo Information for a total of 190 products,
technical information about containers,
technical information about fit-for-purpose
packaging, and articles dealing with load

grade container. The reason is obvious: if

securing. Visit their websites at: www.gdv.de

you have to reject a dirty or otherwise unfit

and www.tis-gdv.de.

container, who will pay for the additional

The Any Fool Can Stuff a Container DVD, and

trucking and lifting costs involved in returning

other relevant loss-prevention educational

the unfit container and bringing a suitable

films, can be purchased from Marisec

container to your premises? Containers are

Publications in the United Kingdom. To order

subjected to very severe treatment in their
working life, and it is very common to find that
great numbers of containers that are in poor

online, go to its website, www.marisec.org.
It is also advisable to visit the loss-prevention
section of the UK P&I Club website at

condition are still in use.

www.ukpandi.com.

Data loggers in containers

We consider the process of container packing

These tiny devices, capable of measuring

to be an art at the very least, and in many

such phenomena as temperature, airflow,

cases, a scientific or complex undertaking

relative humidity, shock impacts and tilting,

requiring great consideration and study.

are invaluable tools for shippers of perishable

People who approach the issue with a cavalier,

and other sensitive cargo. There are many

careless attitude are not only asking for trouble

small and inexpensive models available,

for themselves, but are also putting other

and they are able to upload recorded data

people’s cargo, and even lives, at risk.

into computers. The use of data loggers can
protect the shipper’s and insurer’s interests
a damaged state. The data logger will provide

With the exception of the title, this article comprises
material that is part of the textbook International
Logistics and Freight Forwarding Manual, which is
distributed by the author, Russell Burke.

supporting evidence in a claim.

© Copyright.

where goods have arrived at the destination in
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aspects of the transport sector, including
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Australia’s Trusted Trader
Programme now operating
If you are an importer or exporter, it’s time
to access the new Australian Trusted Trader
(ATT) Programme – it’s an important feature
of the recent amendment to the Customs Act
What and Why
The ATT is an accreditation system which introduces a
new trust based framework at the border for companies
that meet international supply chain security and trade
compliance standards. The scheme is run by Border Force.

Importantly, being an ATT will also provide companies with
improved access to foreign markets under Mutual Recognition
Arrangements with Australia’s key trading partners.
Companies will also be authorised to use the ATT logo.
How
Following online registration, the process ultimately
involves a visit by Border Force to assess and verify
financials, ICT controls, security issues and administrative
systems. Once validated, a company will be required to
enter into a legally binding contract with the Department
– it sets out ongoing obligations and administration
requirements required of an ATT.

Obtain ATT status and the potential benefits are
considerable. They include:
•

dedicated point of contact with Border Force;

•

priority service for advanced rulings on tariffs,
valuation and origin of goods;

•

prioritised examinations – particularly where goods
are recognised as low risk;

•

deferral of duty payments on imported goods; and

•

streamlined reporting to simplify administration.

Our early assessment of ATT is that it will simplify and
streamline administration of importing / exporting –
and that’s good news for all Australian companies.

Where to start? Check out the ATT process online at: www.border.gov.au/Busi/Trus
Our Services
Francis Abourizk Lightowlers (FAL Lawyers and FAL Consulting) are experts in Customs consulting,
including all aspects of importing, exporting and compliance. FAL Lawyers also advises on defence
export requirements.
Let us help you manage accessing the potential business benefits offered by the new Australian
Trusted Trader Program.
Contact Jenni Lightowlers (Partner) – jl@fal-lawyers.com.au

Level 14, 114 William Street, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia

Tel: +61 9642 2252

Fax: +61 9642 2272

fal-lawyers.com.au
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The World
at Your fingertips
ANL is a truly global carrier, offering shipping services to
all worldwide destinations, with extensive coverage
throughout all of Asia, Europe, North America,
Mediterranean, Australia and New Zealand, Papua New
Guinea, Indian Subcontinent and Middle East/Gulf.
With 60 years experience, ANL is proud to provide an
unparalleled long-term commitment to provide fast,
reliable and frequent sailings to get your cargo to where
it needs to go.

Award-winning customer service
Local offices around Australia
450 ports called worldwide
4 Services to South East Asia
3 Services to North East Asia
3 Services to North America
Dedicated Services to New Zealand and PNG
Reefer specialists for all your chilled and
frozen product

Call today to discuss your next shipment.
In Australia please call:

Dry Exports
Reefer Exports
Imports

1800 246 246
1800 248 248
1800 245 245

or check www.ANL.com.au
for schedules and other contacts

CONNECTING

THE WORLD
for 60 years

MOVING GOODS ACROSS BORDERS

Trusted Trader
BY THE AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRY GROUP WITH INFORMATION FROM THE BORDER FORCE WEBSITE

A

ustralian Trusted Trader is a voluntary
trade facilitation initiative. It recognises
businesses with a secure supply chain

and compliant trade practices, rewarding

Eligibility
Australian Trusted Trader is free to join, and

accredited businesses with a range of trade

accreditation is available to all Australian

facilitation benefits.

businesses that are active in the international
trade supply chain, and that meet or exceed

Australian Trusted Trader is an Authorised
Economic Operator (AEO) program. AEOs work

the required standards.

to secure the international supply chain, while

Eligibility requirements:

facilitating the movement of legitimate trade.

Benefits
Benefits to Trusted Traders include:
»» a dedicated account manager
»» priority trade services
»» differentiated examinations
»» use of the Australian Trusted Trader logo
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»» Mutual Recognition Arrangements.

»» an Australian Business Number (ABN)
»» two years history of participation in
international trade activities
»» the ability to demonstrate that they are
financially solvent.
More information can be found at
www.border.gov.au/Busi/Trus
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Strengthening trade through
Australian Trusted Trader

A

ustralian Trusted Trader (ATT) is Australia’s
Authorised Economic Operator (AEO)
program. Effective AEO programs make

arrier, Qantas
significant contributions to fostering economic
network into,
growth and prosperity.
ntas Freight
and Jetstar ATT is voluntary and aimed at enhancing trade

ational

by improving the international competitiveness

s below the of Australian businesses. It will do this through
partnerships and by creating a border

eet of

ey trade

and oversize

management environment that fosters
Australian business activity in the global trade
environment. This will be achieved through

streamlining border management processes,
ghter services
working together to increase supply chain
and; five from
security and enabling industries to enhance
hina to the
compliance practices.
d States into
ATT aligns with the World Customs
rom Sydney
Organization’s SAFE Framework of Standards
e from Hong
to Secure and Facilitate Global Trade to allow

your own

more efficient clearance of low-risk cargo and

tailoring of border clearance requirements to
lor a bespoke
particular risks specific to a business, and their
ents typically
goods and supply chain.
commodities
ATT is an innovative and collaborative program
can be carried
where the Department of Immigration and

rminal

» deferred or streamlined reporting
» priority access to trade services.
The Department is also pursuing Mutual
Recognition Arrangements (MRAs) with key
trading countries, and ATT will be compatible
with equivalent international programs. By
establishing MRAs with the Department’s
partner customs agencies, Trusted Traders can
access benefits overseas under other AEO and

Border Protection (the Department) continues

Trusted Trader–style programs.

to partner with Australian industry. So far,

AEO-certified businesses prefer doing business

Australian industry via the Trusted Trader
gh our freightIndustry Advisory Group has been instrumental

with other authorised economic operators. By
joining ATT, businesses may gain a competitive

erienced

in developing the ATT program.

edge in the global marketplace by receiving

services to

From 1 July 2016, ATT will be open to all sectors

expedited customs facilitation in destination

of Australia’s international trade community.

markets.

d for. More

ssed throughThis includes big and small businesses such as

nclude cool importers, exporters, domestic or international
es, warm
freight companies, airports and brokers. This

ive animals milestone also marks the completion of the
ng rooms andpilot phase of ATT, where more than 30 pilot

ecialist bypasspartners from a variety of industry sectors

g or move

n rely on

erience to

when your

participated and helped shape the program.
The benefits you can receive as a Trusted

demonstrate that your business meets eligibility
requirements for supply chain security and
trade compliance relevant to your business.
The accreditation process includes:
1. an expression of interest
2. a self-assessment questionnaire

Trader include:

3. a physical validation of business practices.

» a dedicated account manager

The only cost of joining ATT is the time it takes

» expedited border clearance, processing and
time milestone
ce of mind at release of shipments
» greater certainty on timeframes

th guaranteed » reduced interventions, and where
obe, contact

tas.com.au.

To become accredited, you will need to

inspections are required, Trusted Traders will
receive priority service

to complete the self-assessment questionnaire,
along with any investment associated with
meeting the required standards.
You can apply to be a Trusted Trader from July
2016.
To find out more, visit
www.border.gov.au/trustedtrader.
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Changes to air cargo going
to, or through, the United States

United States legislation obliges all airlines transporting air cargo to the United
States on a passenger flight to examine 100 per cent of air cargo at piece-level.
This means that each individual box, carton or other item in a shipment must
be examined by technology or physically inspected before it is loaded onto a
United States–bound aircraft.

C

omplying with this obligation will require
Australia-based exporters, freight
forwarders and airlines to adopt new

approval, to examine air cargo at piece-level.
You should also discuss whether or not the

security measures for the preparation of United

goods you export are capable of piece-level

States–bound air cargo. To help industry to meet

examination with the methods used by your

this obligation, the Australian Government is

freight forwarder.

developing new security arrangements that:

If your freight forwarder is unable to examine

» allow approved businesses to examine air

your goods by 1 July 2017, then they will need
to be deconsolidated and screened at the

cargo at piece-level off-airport from 2015

airport before being accepted for uplift to the

with an Enhanced Air Cargo Examination

United States. The capacity of cargo terminal

(EACE) Notice

operators to undertake this screening is not yet

» establish a Known Consignor Scheme from

known, and delays can be expected. If you

mid 2016.

meet the requirements to become a known

The new security arrangements will be

consignor, your cargo will then not require

phased in from 2015 to mid 2017, to support

further examination.

industry to achieve 100 per cent piece-level

For most exporters, becoming a known

examination for United States–bound air

consignor will be the best option to streamline

cargo. From 1 July 2017, all United States–bound

their exports to the United States.

air cargo will either originate from a known

The Known Consignor Scheme will recognise

consignor, or be examined at piece-level.
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whether they are approved, or if they will seek

businesses that use international best-practice

If you export cargo by air to the United States,

security controls and effective measures to

you should discuss with your freight forwarder

prevent unlawful acts against aviation.
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A known consignor is responsible for securing
air cargo that originates from their business
until the air cargo is provided to another
regulated business.
The Known Consignor Scheme is a new
initiative that will offer export businesses an
alternative way to meet United States air cargo

The security measures
required under the Known
Consignor Scheme will
depend on each individual
business

requirements, rather than arranging for an
approved business to conduct enhanced air
cargo examination on their behalf.
Known consignors will need to meet and
maintain a high level of security to ensure that
cargo is safe to load on an aircraft.

Requirements for known consignors
A known consignor will need to be able to
demonstrate that they have security measures
in place to ensure that the cargo cannot be
tampered with before export – that is, their
cargo is secured from the packing stage, all
the way onto the aircraft.
The security measures required under the Known
Consignor Scheme will depend on each individual
business. This reflects the fact that exporters
operate in a wide variety of environments.
Likely security measures will include:
»» physical access control
»» information security
»» secure packing, handling and storage of air
cargo
»» transportation of secured air cargo

Becoming a known consignor
Entry into the Known Consignor Scheme will be
by application, validation, and approval by
the Department of Infrastructure and Regional
Development.
Businesses will need to provide supporting
documentation in their application to
demonstrate that they can meet security
requirements to become a known consignor,
and that they have in place the required
security measures.
The business will be validated by the
Department; this may include a specific site
visit. Validation assures the Department that
an exporter can comply with their security
obligations.
Known consignors will be subject to regular
compliance activities by the Department.

Register your interest in the Known Consignor
Scheme
The Department is currently working with
selected companies to trial the proposed

»» security awareness

arrangements for the Known Consignor

»» development of response procedures in

Scheme. The scheme is expected to be open

case access control is breached
»» vetting of employees to ensure that they are

to all businesses exporting to the United States
by mid 2016.

of suitable character
»» quality-control procedures in place to
monitor and manage compliance
»» detection and resolution of suspicious activity
»» incident reporting procedures.

For more information, please contact the Department:
Email: aircargosecurity@infrastructure.gov.au
Phone: 1800 007 024.
Information prepared by Louise McGrath, based
on fact sheets prepared by the Department of
Infrastructure and Regional Development.
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Team Defence Australia

Export opportunities for Australian defence industry
The Australian Government’s Team Defence Australia trade missions showcase
Australian defence capability solutions on the world stage. Our trade missions
open doors for Australian companies to demonstrate the innovative design
and high-quality workmanship of their products to international audiences—
in line with the Australian Defence Force’s international reputation as a
well-equipped and formidable fighting force.
Australian delegations are typically led by senior Australian defence
personnel who can provide valuable insights into business
opportunities, and facilitate introductions with international
Governments and commercial counterparts.
For details of upcoming trade shows, trade missions and
information on how Team Defence Australia can help you,
visit our web site www.defence.gov.au/casg/tda or email
us teamaustralia@defence.gov.au
Defending Australia and its National Interests
www.defence.gov.au

MOVING GOODS ACROSS BORDERS

Export controls for

defence and dual-use goods
BY DEFENCE EXPORT CONTROLS

T

he Department of Defence is responsible
for administering controls on the export,
supply and brokering of defence and

to prevent the proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction (WMD) and conventional
weapons through participation in multilateral
non-proliferation and export control regimes.

dual-use goods and technology, and the
granting of authorisations to export, broker or

The relevant controls are detailed in Regulation

supply, in the form of permits and licences.

13E of the Customs (Prohibited Export)

Within the Deparment, this role is undertaken

Regulations and the Defence Trade Controls

by Defence Export Controls (DEC).

Act 2012. All items subject to control are

DEC’s role

listed in the Defence and Strategic Goods
List (DSGL). Defence is also responsible for

If you require a permit or licence to export,

administering the Weapons of Mass Destruction

broker or supply your defence or dual-use
goods and technology, you will require DEC’s
assistance. Exporters should contact DEC to
seek export permits or licences, and to obtain
information on whether or not their goods or

(Prevention of Proliferation) Act 1995, which
covers the export of goods, technology and
services that are not listed in the DSGL, but
could be used in a WMD program.

Online DSGL Tool

technology are controlled. DEC also:

The Online DSGL Tool helps exporters to identify

»» provides advice on the control status of

whether their goods, software or technology

goods and technology

are listed in the DSGL. The DSGL search feature

»» authorises end-user and non-transfer

of the Online DSGL Tool enables users to

certificates for the import of controlled

conduct text-based searches of the DSGL,

defence and dual-use goods

and returns search results that match against

»» provides assistance with retransfer approvals

specific control items. To use the tool, go to
https://dsgl.defence.gov.au.

for foreign-sourced defence items

Outreach

»» delivers outreach to assist exporters in
understanding their obligations under the

DEC aims to educate exporters to enable

relevant regulations and legislation

them to meet their export control obligations.

»» contributes to Australia’s international efforts

It also aims to raise awareness of the methods
employed by some countries and terrorist
groups to obtain controlled goods. Training

Dual-use goods

on export controls is available from the

Dual-use goods are goods that are developed to meet commercial
needs, but which may be used either as military components, or in the
development or production of military systems or WMD.

DEC website, along with a wide range of

Dual-use goods controlled for export are detailed in the DSGL, and include
items such as chemicals, electronics, computers, telecommunications,
information security, sensors, lasers and navigation equipment.

For further information, visit:

information on export controls and related
subjects, including sector-specific guidance.

www.defence.gov.au/deco, or contact DEC:
Phone: 1800 66 10 66
Email: deco@defence.gov.au.
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Trade and export
development

The most successful companies are the ones that are committed to achieving
international competitiveness and seizing overseas opportunities. Ai
Group’s Trade and Export Development team exists to help companies tosucceed
in international business, and to enhance Australian industry’s export effort.

A

i Group Trade Desk provides
comprehensive information, mentoring
assistance, and advice on trade and

export issues. The depth of experience and
knowledge of trade and export means that
you can get the most professional, specialist
advice and support to establish or expand your
business overseas.
»» Our team has a strong commercial
background, and in-depth knowledge and
experience of many export markets. We can
provide consultancy services to help you
identify opportunities for your company to
export overseas.

Acting for you
The Australian Government is currently
negotiating to improve market access for
Australian goods and services via a range
of bilateral, regional and global forums. Ai
Group’s Trade Policy team is responsible for
advocating the views of industry in trade
negotiations. As a result, Ai Group works
closely with government and member
companies to ensure that the industry’s
specific interests are safeguarded.

Assisting your business
»» Telephone advice: import regulations in
various countries, export documentation,

»» We can advise you of the correct
documentation you will need when

government grants, banking and logistics,

exporting, including certificates of origin,

accessing free trade agreements and visiting

letters of free sale, letters of support for

overseas markets.

visa applications, and certificates of

»» Export documentation: we have the

manufacture.

authority to issue a certificate of origin,
letter of free sale, letter of support for visa

»» Ai Group members can also request

applications or certificate of manufacture.

certificates of origin using e-cert, saving time
and money.

»» Courses, seminars and workshops: we have

»» We have dedicated TradeStart staff to help
new and emerging trade exporters.
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programs suitable for owners/directors, export
marketing management and clerical staff.
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information on trade and export development
issues. These include:
»» market visit guides
»» Exporters Guide
»» Industry Magazine
»» Industry Newsletter
»» Ai Group website: www.aigroup.com.au.

Avancing Australian industry
With extensive experience in international
marketing, export market development and
business planning, the Ai Group Trade and
Export Development team is well placed to
assist you in developing your international
business. Our consultancy services include:
»» export documentation and certificate of
origin
»» overseas market research to provide you
with the market intelligence needed to
develop a successful international business
strategy
»» business matching to assist you in identifying

»» Trade missions: we work with governments

suitable agents, distributors or partners in your

to provide low-cost trade missions and

target market

exhibitions.

»» organising market visits

»» Market research: designed for companies
who know what they want to do, and where
they want to go, but don’t have the time to
do the legwork.

entry strategy

exactly what it takes to be a successful

»» assistance with business and strategic

exporter, and breaks the export process

planning to position your company for growth

down into a number of easily followed and

»» assistance in accessing various government

practical steps.

grants and assistance programs.

»» TradeStart: provides companies with a
flexible package of advice, market research,
coaching/mentoring, training and practical
support to help them to achieve export sales.
services to provide members with up-to-date
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export marketing
»» assistance with the development of an
effective export marketing plan or market-

»» Publications: the Export Manual clarifies

Ai Group also has a range of information

»» preparation of promotional materials for

For more information on our services, contact the Ai
Group Trade Desk.
Tel: 03 9867 0158
Fax: 03 9867 0157
Email: trade@aigroup.asn.au
Web: www.aigroup.com.au/trade
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Support services to assist
businesses’ growth requirements

Finding financial assistance to grow your business can often prove to be timeconsuming and confusing, with multiple government departments offering
assistance programs and incentives. We often see businesses missing out on
legitimate funding opportunities because they were unaware of programs in
existence, or because they haven’t maximised their available returns.

W

hile most government funding will
generally not adequately solve a
business’s finance needs, there are

advisory assistance programs that can be
beneficial for many small businesses in the
growth phase.
The key is to get involved with industry

contacts. Often, this can make a difference
when developing a useful network, by sharing
challenges and experiences that can help
businesses to expand.

Top challenges with finding assistance
1. Where do I start?

development initiatives; find government

Australia has multiple federal and state

contacts at all levels to keep you informed,

government departments, local councils,

attend relevant industry events, and network

regional development, chambers and

with other businesses to share knowledge and

associations all dedicated to helping business

The Australian Industry Group Exporters Guide 2016–2017
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While most government
funding will generally not
adequately solve a business’s
finance needs, there are
advisory assistance programs
that can be beneficial for
many small businesses in the
growth phase
growth. The challenge is knowing which one to
start with, and what they can do for you.

Most state government departments will offer
local support services, overseas offices or sister
city relationships, grants, training and support.
Local councils
Many local councils will offer training and
networking events, and some even offer funding.
Regional Development Australia
An Australian Government initiative that brings
together all levels of government to enhance
the development of Australia’s regions,
Regional Development Australia (RDA) is a
national network of RDA committees that have
been established to achieve this objective.

All departments would like to be the key

Australian Industry Group

agency to provide assistance; however,

As a membership-based association, the

their roles are usually limited to an individual

Australian Industry (Ai) Group leads with policy

program or set priorities, which only adds to

debate and legislative change, providing

the confusion.
While many agencies try to provide referrals, it
can also be difficult for everyone involved due
to limitations with government policy priorities

vocal advocacy for changes to workplace
laws that will allow employers to run their
businesses more effectively.
Chambers of commerce

and elections, which can put programs and

Regularly lobby government on policy matters

departments in caretaker mode for many

to shape economic and social policy.

months on end.
Every industry category has this problem, and it

2. Completing a successful application

can be confusing. Below is a list of departments

Once a company has determined the best

and services available; however, while it

program, or mix of programs, to suit its strategic

is a good starting point for those seeking

objectives, it then has to go about creating a

assistance, it is not a full list.

successful application. Some programs can
be relatively straightforward to access, while

business.gov.au
This website allows you to enter in the relevant
information on the current state of your
business. This is one of the best navigation
tools for both financial and advisory services
for all businesses.
Austrade
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State government departments

gaining access to others can be an extremely
arduous and time-consuming exercise.
Many companies do not have the time or human
resources to dedicate to the task, nor do they
have a good understanding of the government
approval processes involved. They also often lack
experience in structuring applications to suit the

Find out about export markets, grants and

government program merit criteria or, in many

assistance to expand your business outside

cases, the diverse skill sets required to assemble

of Australia with Austrade.

the data to support an application.
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Often, the project that a company is looking
to have supported does not perfectly fit the
identified program funding ‘mould’. What
would be considered an eligible/non-eligible
activity, what would be considered eligible/
non-eligible expenditure and what project
outcomes meet the specified program
objectives? In summary, how can a company
present the best case for support?
While applications can be time-consuming to
prepare, receiving a decision from government
can be an equally lengthy process. There is also
a competitive basis for some funding or a set
round of funding, which can have a business
expecting a set return, only to find that it had a
large number of applicants so the grants were
issued based on available funding.
Looking to engage a consultant to help with
these applications can often ease the burden
when you are under-resourced and unsure
of eligibility requirements. Ask the grants
administrator for a list of approved consultants
to assist with this process.
3. Managing compliance and reporting
obligations
As with the application process, the
management of compliance and reporting
obligations can be relatively straightforward
or very complex, depending on the scale and
type of the grant.

The best method of staying
up to date is by engaging
with local government and
industry representatives on a
periodic basis
Again, a consultant can often help with this
while you continue to grow the business and
develop further opportunities.
4. Entitlement programs versus competitive,
merit-based funding
A key delineator between programs are
so-called ‘entitlement’ programs versus
‘competitive, merit-based funding’.
Entitlement programs usually enable
a company to claim a refund against
retrospective eligible expenditure. They are
called entitlement programs because if a
company meets the eligibility criteria, spends
money on eligible activities and submits a claim
within the proscribed program criteria, they are
entitled to a refund.
Competitive, merit-based funding, on the other
hand, is not guaranteed, even if on paper
you appear to be eligible in all respects. In
these cases, funding is released gradually, or in
‘rounds’. Applications are ordered from most
worthy to least worthy, and a percentage of

Even grants that may seem straightforward

the top applications are funded, according

can certainly trip up the unwary. We have

to their worthiness and the amount of funding

seen situations where companies have an

allocated in that period, or to that round.

expectation of certain funds to be reimbursed,

The support services available to Australian

and are caught out when their claims are
rejected on the grounds of insufficient
compliance documentation.

businesses are varied and ever-changing.
The best method of staying up to date is by
engaging with local government and industry

In other cases, some programs have complex

representatives on a periodic basis. That

legislation, which sits around them, making it

way, you can get regular updates and find

very difficult for companies to know enough to

out about any changes or new assistance

leverage all the benefits.

available to help your business.
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Export Finance and

Insurance Corporation (Efic)
Business solutions

Australian exporters and subcontractors in

W

e are a specialist financier that
delivers simple and creative solutions
for Australian companies to enable

new contract opportunities that may otherwise
have been out of reach.

them to win business, grow internationally and

SME business solutions:

achieve export success.

»» Small Business Export Loan

As Australia’s export credit agency, we operate

»» working capital

on a commercial basis and partner with banks

»» working capital guarantee

to provide financial solutions for:

»» bonds

»» small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)

»» letter of credit

that are exporters

»» non-payment.

»» Australian companies in an export supply

Other business solutions:

chain

»» subcontractor in a global supply chain

»» Australian companies establishing business
operations overseas to improve supply and
»» Australian companies operating in emerging
and frontier markets.
Through our loans, guarantees, bonds and
insurance products, we have helped many

»» large exporters and project finance
»» banks.

service capability to clients

88

export supply chains to take advantage of

For further information, please contact Efic:
Ph: 1800 093 724
Email: info@efic.gov.au
Website: www.efic.gov.au
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Tritium:

turbocharging toward export success
Tritium is a Brisbane-based designer and manufacturer of power-electronic
systems and fast-chargers for electric vehicles.

F

ounded in 2001, Tritium was formed to
commercialise the electronic technology
used in solar car racing.

The company dedicated significant time
and investment on research and product
development, allowing it to develop its unique
intellectual property into a commercially viable
product offering.

From innovation to smart cities
Tritium successfully secured a contract with
a United States company that operates the
world’s largest network of electric vehicle
charging stations.
In order to fulfil this large supply contract,
Tritium needed additional working capital, as
their charging units are sold upon delivery. This
means that Tritium needs to pay its suppliers
and employees, as well as cover shipping
costs, prior to payment being received for the
delivered product.
While its bank was supportive of this new
contract, it wasn’t able to provide the funding
that Tritium required, due to the company’s
relatively short trading history.

About Efic
Efic is a specialist financier that delivers
simple and creative finance solutions for
Australian companies to enable them
to win business, grow internationally and
achieve export success.
Efic does not compete with the private
sector. It works directly with businesses and
their banks to provide financial support
to Australia-based companies that are
exporting, are involved in a global supply
chain or want to grow internationally. Efic
provides solutions that are tailored to help
customers with their needs, whether that’s
accessing working capital or alternative
finance arrangements, to securing an
export related opportunity.
Through loans, guarantees, bonds, and
Efic’s new easily accessible online Small
Business Export Loan, Efic has helped many
Australian exporters and subcontractors
to take advantage of new contract
opportunities that may otherwise have
been out of reach.

Unlocking finance for export success
Tritium approached Export Finance and
Insurance Corporation (Efic), Australia’s export
credit agency, for help.
Efic was able to provide Tritium with a
A$1-million Export Contract Loan, giving it the
working capital support required to fulfil this
exciting export contract.
This finance will be used to cover costs during
the production and shipping phase of the

contract will help enhance Tritium’s reputation
internationally, and put it in an excellent position
to fulfil larger supply contracts in the future’.
David Finn, Managing Director, Tritium, says,‘This
contract represents a huge opportunity for
us, and being able to reach our commercial
potential with Efic’s support is fantastic’.

contract, prior to Tritium receiving payment.
Natalie Reid-Frost, QLD State Director SME
at Efic, says, ‘Being able to deliver on the

To learn more about how Efic could help your
business, phone them on 1800 093 724 or visit
www.efic.gov.au.
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TradeStart
The prime objective of Austrade’s TradeStart network is to assist small and
medium-sized exporters to achieve long-term success in international markets.
It offers exporters the combined resources of Austrade and Ai Group, providing
local assistance and a direct link to Austrade’s services and overseas network.

A

i Group’s TradeStart Advisers deliver
Austrade services, providing practical
advice to export-ready businesses to
help them to make informed decisions, gather
and analyse information from a variety of
sources to assist with market selection, and
liaise with Austrade’s overseas staff and trade
teams in Australia.

export markets for your product or service,

For Australian businesses that are ready to take
on overseas markets, we provide the following
trade services:

costs, time and risks of engaging in offshore

»» advice on doing business in international
markets

Ai Group has dedicated TradeStart staff in Melbourne,
Brisbane and northern Victoria.

»» help with international market selection

Melbourne: Craig Malcolm, TradeStart Adviser

»» identification of relevant international
contacts
»» assistance with market entry and expansion
»» identification and follow-up of specific
international business opportunities.
Your TradeStart Adviser can guide you
through the process of selecting suitable

90

advise you on upcoming overseas promotions
for Australian organisations – such as trade
missions – and alert you to the potential
financial assistance and government grants
available for Australian exporters.
By accessing Austrade insights gathered from
around the world, we can help you to cut the
markets.

Mobile: 0438 808 233
Email: craig.malcolm@aigroup.com.au
Brisbane: Courtney Ford, TradeStart Adviser
Mobile: 0478 210 642
Email: courtney.ford@aigroup.com.au
Central/north Victoria: Dean Freeman, TradeStart
Adviser
Mobile: 0419 433 733
Email: dean.freeman@aigroup.com.au
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Export Market

Development Grants
The Export Market Development Grants (EMDG) scheme is a key Australian
Government financial assistance program for aspiring and current exporters.

A

dministered by Austrade, the scheme
supports a wide range of industry
sectors and products, including inbound

tourism, and the export of intellectual property
and know-how outside of Australia.
The EMDG scheme:
» encourages small and medium-sized
Australian businesses to develop export
markets
» reimburses up to 50 per cent of eligible

at midnight (Australian Eastern Daylight Time)
on 30 November 2016.

Steps to applying for EMDG
» Make sure that you have an AUSkey (see
below for more information on AUSkey)
» Make sure that your business is eligible to
apply for EMDG
» Review the EMDG Eligibility checklist (PDF)
» Contact Austrade on 13 28 78 if necessary to
clarify your eligibility

export promotion expenses above $5000,
provided that the total expenses are at least

» Complete the online application form and
submit the application using the ‘submit’

$15,000

button.

» provides up to eight grants to each eligible
applicant.

AUSkey information

How to apply

AUSkey is a secure electronic key used by

Applications for the 2015–16 grant year opened

businesses to access government online

on 1 July 2016.

services. This electronic key provides an online

EMDG applications for the 2015–16 grant
year, lodged by consultants approved under
the EMDG Consultant Quality Incentive

identification of you and your business. If your
business has an Australian Business Number
(ABN) you are eligible for an AUSkey.

Program, are open from 1 July 2016 to midnight

Obtaining an AUSkey

(Australian Eastern Daylight Time) on 28

To obtain an AUSkey, a representative of your

February 2017.

business will need to visit the AUSkey website

Self-lodged applications for the 2015–16

at www.abr.gov.au/auskey and, using your

grant year, and those applications lodged by

business’s ABN and individual personal Tax

consultants not approved under the EMDG

File Number, follow the prompts to register.

Consultant Quality Incentive Program, close

Applications are usually processed within a day.
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Ineligible expenses
As EMDG is designed to assist export promotion,
it does not support expenses arising from
production or from product development,
distribution or certification.
Also, you cannot claim expenses that:
»» are not substantiated
»» were incurred by a related business entity
»» relate to business with the Democratic
People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) (North
Korea), New Zealand and Iran up to, and
including, 17 January 2016
»» are not promotional
»» were incurred by you when you were not a
resident of Australia
»» relate to after-sales activities

Nine categories of promotional activities
can be claimed

»» have been, or will be, subject to reimbursement
by a third party (other than EMDG)

You may claim for expenditure on specific
export promotional activities undertaken during
the financial year before the application

»» are a commission or discount

period. For your first grant, you may claim

»» are in payment of an Australian tax, levy or
charge (except Australian departure tax)

expenses incurred over the last two financial
years. Eligible expenses include:

»» relate to any form of pornographic material
with a classification equivalent to the X-rating

1. overseas representatives

for films

2. marketing consultants

»» are cash payments exceeding $10,000 per

3. marketing visits

application.

4. communications

Join the EMDG mailing list

5. free samples

If you would like to be added to the EMDG

6. trade fairs, seminars, in-store promotions

mailing list and be sent information and regular

7. promotional literature and advertising

updates on the scheme, join our mailing list. This
will enable Austrade to send you updates and

8. overseas buyers

information on the scheme, and how to apply

9. registration and/or insurance of eligible

for a grant.

intellectual property.
Please visit Austrade’s website for full eligibility
details: www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/
Export/Export-Grants/What-is-EMDG/What-canyou-claim.
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»» relate to an illegal or unlawful activity

Contact EMDG
Telephone: 13 28 78
Email enquiries: EMDG.help@austrade.gov.au
Website: www.austrade.gov.au/Australian/Export/
Export-Grants
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Support for Victorian
exporters

Trade Victoria helps local businesses go global with access to overseas markets
and connections to international businesses. Trade Victoria also provides
high-level market intelligence, insights and guidance to be competitive in
international markets.

T

› China

the Middle East, Japan, and South Korea

› India

– to assist businesses in market, including

› South-East Asia.

rade Victoria has offices in key
international trade markets – including
China, India, the United Kingdom

› the Middle East
› Hong Kong

and Europe, the United States, Indonesia,

connecting businesses with overseas buyers
and industry partners.

Governor of Victoria Export Awards
The Governor of Victoria Export Awards

To be globally competitive, Victorian business

(GOVEA) is the most prestigious export award

must be globally connected. Trade Victoria

in Victoria. Rewarding Victoria’s most successful

can connect you.

and innovative exporters with the stamp of

There are a number of programs available,

international success, a GOVEA gives your

such as:

business recognition in local and international

Access Program

markets. Applications close at the end of July

» The Access Program offers facilities exportrelated assistance and in-country expertise

each year.

Trade missions

to Victorian company representatives visiting

The Department’s Trade Mission Program

overseas markets.

takes Victorian organisations to key overseas

» The Access Program is available for
businesses wishing to expand into the
following markets:
› the United States
› Japan
› South Korea

markets to showcase Victoria’s capabilities
in key industries, and to introduce the
participants to potential buyers, investors and
trading partners.
You can find out more about how the Victorian
Government can help your business find, develop and
grow in international markets by visiting
www.export.vic.gov.au.
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GETTING HELP

Queensland exporter
support services

Trade & Investment Queensland (TIQ)

Q

ueensland is ideally positioned at the
international crossroad of the AsiaPacific. This gives it proximity to the

growth markets of the world, as well as strong
advantages as an investment destination.

Our global network
TIQ has one of Australia’s largest international
trade networks. With eight regional and 14
international locations, TIQ is available to help
Queensland businesses who want to expand

The state’s dynamic and stable economy,
highly skilled workforce, reduced government
regulation and tax policies that encourage

their products and/or services overseas.
Through trade missions and industry partners,
and with our global network of industry experts,

growth offer businesses the best climate to

overseas commissioners and regional advisers,

expand and prosper.

we can help you to connect with international

Queensland is also the driving force behind

markets and take advantage of demands in

export growth in Australia, with total

priority industries.

merchandise exports accounting for about
one-fifth of the nation’s total.

We attract investment in Queensland

We assist Queensland exporters

Investors and entrepreneurs who can make
a real difference to our economy are very

TIQ works with partner agencies, industry
organisations and international allies to promote

welcome in Queensland.

makers for Queensland companies.

We facilitate buying from Queensland
enterprises

If you are an exporter, we will work closely

If you are looking to source and engage our

with you to develop required skills, and will

world-class services, unrivalled expertise and

provide you with market intelligence and

high-quality products, then TIQ can facilitate

business connections. We offer in-market

this across major and emerging industries.

better access to overseas markets and decision-

introductions through targeted trade missions
and networking events.
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Talk to our experienced team today.
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GETTING HELP

Tasmanian Government
export services

T

asmania is enjoying an increase in economic
growth and business confidence. Tourism and
hospitality, building activity and population
growth are all on the rise. The groundbreaking MONA,
Australia’s largest private museum, housing a collection
of antiquities and contemporary art, and the 2014
visit by Chinese President Xi Jinping, have brought the
international spotlight on to the island state. With a
lower Australian dollar, international visitors, students and
investors are seeing substantial opportunities in Tasmania.
A thriving export sector is critical to ensuring future
economic growth. ABS figures show that Tasmania’s
trade exports increased by 12.6 per cent in the year to
April 2016. Over the same period, overall Australian trade
declined by 6.2 per cent.1
The challenge for Tasmania is not only to maintain its
impressive level of exports; it also needs to develop
its export base, increase the number of exporters and
produce more knowledge intensive products for export.
Activities in the world market have a strong bearing on
Tasmania’s trade performance. Therefore, Tasmanian
exporters must be responsive to the change necessitated
by these activities.
The Tasmanian Government provides resource assistance
to support new and established exporters to develop
their business in order to become an exporter and/or to
establish new markets. Through trade missions, inward
buyer programs, industry partnerships and connections
to an international network of export advisers, the
Tasmanian Government can help Tasmanian exportready businesses connect with international markets.
Trade mission opportunities for export-ready enterprises are
to be a part of Tasmanian delegations to emerging export
markets. In the past year, the Tasmanian Government has led
trade and investment missions to China (twice), Singapore
and Indonesia. In September 2016, Tasmania’s South Asia
mission will cover India, Sri Lanka, Singapore and Indonesia.
This activity will be followed by an East Asia Mission, including
Taiwan, Japan and South Korea. Government officers
have also participated in business sector–specific missions,
including to Malaysia and New Zealand.
The state government actively facilitates international
engagement with its key trading markets, as well as
seeking opportunities with emerging markets. Industry
partnerships formed through these engagement programs
also present trade prospects for Tasmanian enterprises.

The New Market Expansion Program is designed to assist
Tasmanian enterprises in planning and implementing
international and national marketing activities. The
program provides assistance for a range of activities,
from commissioning market research and business
matching services, attending trade exhibitions and
promotions, to travel to undertake marketing activities.
Assistance is available to eligible Tasmania-based small
and medium-sized enterprises with a sales turnover
of between $300 000 and $20 million, for approved
marketing activities related to developing new
international and national markets. The program also
supports industry associations or groups of companies
working collectively on new market and export
marketing initiatives.
The Tasmanian Export Awards recognise excellence
in exporting by Tasmanian enterprises, and are
acknowledged as one of Tasmania’s prestigious industry
awards. The awards play a key role in the development and
enhancement of the export culture in Tasmania. Exporters
can enter in a number of categories, and the overall winner
is awarded the Minister’s Exporter of the Year Award.
All category winners progress as national finalists in the
Australian Export Awards, competing against their peers
across the country, with winners receiving national
recognition for their international success.
The Inward Buyer Program introduces buyers and influencers
from both domestic and international markets to Tasmania,
facilitating trade interaction with relevant Tasmanian
suppliers, as well as promoting the Tasmanian brand.
Export Ready Workshops are offered periodically to
assist Tasmanian enterprises to develop their exporting
knowledge and skills. Programs are designed to meet the
needs of a specific industry sector and/or market.
Tasmanian enterprises can access further export
information from the Department of State Growth’s
website (www.stategrowth.tas.gov.au). The export advice
section provides an overview
on assistance currently
available from the Tasmanian
Government, including access
to ABS Tasmanian export
statistics, promotional material
and useful links for valuable
resource information for
exporters.

1 International Merchandise Exports, ABS Cat No 5368.0 - April 2016.
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“AustralianSuper’s size and
stability are important to me.”
Michael, AustralianSuper Member

AustralianSuper looks after $95 billion* for 2.1 million members.
How much better off could you be?
Go to australiansuper.com/compare
To join, call 1300 300 273.
* As at 31 December 2015.
Prepared in April 2016 by AustralianSuper Pty Ltd ABN 94 006 457 987 AFSL 233788 the Trustee of AustralianSuper ABN 65 714 394 898. Consider
whether AustralianSuper is appropriate for you. Read our Product Disclosure Statement, available at www.australiansuper.com/FormsPublications or
by calling 1300 300 273, before making a decision about AustralianSuper. Statements made by AustralianSuper members have been reproduced with
the members’ consent.

See global trade like
you’ve never seen it before.
Now you can get your first complete picture of your global trade. Our specialists can
create tailored solutions, and our award-winning CommBiz platform can give you a
consolidated view of your import and export finances. It means you can have a single
window to see and manage your trade finance, foreign exchange and cash management.
Start by calling our trade and industry specialists on 1300 654 112,
or seeing more at commbank.com.au/tradefinance

